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Soviets deny visas Students throughout Ukraine declare strike
LONDON - Students in Ukraine from universities in Lviv and Kiev, to group formed in September 1989 in
to U.S. congressional have
started a nationwide strike in industrial institutes in places such as Kiev had been active in recruiting
protest to the refusal by the authorities Dniprodzerzhynske and Dnipropetrov– students, in all, 163 representatives
to a list of demands, report– ske in the east. Students in Odessa, from 62 educational institutes attended
observers of elections edto respond
the Ukrainian Press Agency.
Chernivtsi, Chernihiv, Poltava and the congress. They came from Lviv,
by Roma Hadzewycz

JERSEY C1TY, N.J. - The Soviet
Union on February 21 denied permis–
sion for four U.S. congressmen to travel
to Lithuania, which is holding republicwide elections on Saturday, February
24.
At press time, The Ukrainian Weekly
also learned of visa difficulties affecting
a congressional delegation headed for
Ukraine to monitor the March 4 elec–
tions, as well as The Ukrainian Weekly's
associate editor, Marta Kolomayets,
who had planned to leave on Friday,
February 23, for Ukraine, where she
was to cover the elections as a journa–
list.
Lithuania visit
A four-man group, headed by Rep.
Richard Durbin (D–ill.), was to observe
the elections in Lithuania after having
received an invitation from Sajudis, the
popular front.
Others in the group are: Rep. Chris–
topher Cox (R-Calif.), John Miller (R–
Wash.), and Bill Sarpalius (D-Texas).
The Soviet Foreign Ministry notified
the congressmen that their visa requests
were denied because "it is not possible
to render them the necessary assistance
and hospitality." The official Soviet
statement, according to press spokespersons for the Lithuanian-American
Community (LAC), said that the invita–
tion to the congressmen issued by
Sajudis emanated from an improper
authority.
The LAC also reported that, acbo^d–
ing to a source at the U.S. Frankfuh.
Consulate, a final demarche had been
made by U.S. Ambassador Jack Matlock in Moscow to the Soviet Foreign
Ministry on behalf of the congressional
delegation.
in response to Ambassador Matlock's request that an earlier Soviet
decision to deny the congressmen their
visas be reversed, the Soviet Foreign
Ministry asserted that the initial denial
delivered by the USSR Embassy in
Washington, was "authoritative and
reflected the views of the (USSR)
Supreme Soviet." The Soviet officials in
Moscow ended their message by claim–
ing they had "nothing to add to the
decision," which they considered to be
"final."
in an earlier telephone discussion
with Dr. vytautas Landsbergis, the
leader of Sajudis, the Lithuanian reform movement which had invited the
congressmen to Lithuania, the LAC
learned that Sajudis has issued an
(Continued on page 16)

Throughout December and January
the Ukrainian Students Union had put
forward a list of demands and threa–
tened to go on strike unless the authori–
ties moved toward implementing them.
The list included a minimum grant,
guaranteed living quarters, an end to
the teaching of Marxism-Leninism and
military instruction in higher education,
as well as a halt to political repression of
students.
The strike has hit Kiev State Univer–
sity as well as the polytechnical institute
and the institutes of art, literature and
pedagogy in the Ukrainian capital.
Some 60 higher educational institutions
are involved in the strike.
First indications about the strike are
that it has spread throughout Ukraine

Kharkiv have also joined the strike.
in Donetske students were reported
to be awaiting the outcome of a meeting
with workers before they decide on
whether to join the strike on February
23 or 24.
in Kiev on February 20, pickets were
standing by the Kiev State University at
8 a.m. in the morning. That same day
students delegations met university
representatives. On February 21 and 22
student meetings continued to be held.
Union formed in December

The Ukrainian Students' Union
(USU) was officially launched at a
founding congress held on December 810, 1989. Prior to this an initiative

ivano-Frankivske, Khmelnytsky, Cher–
nivtsi, Chernihiv, Poltava, Odessa,
Donetske, Dnipropetrovske, Dniprod–
zerzhynske and other cities.
The Ukrainian Students'Union has a
deliberate trade union structure, seeing
this as the only way to radicalize the
monopolized students of eastern U–
kraine. The majority of USU members
support national democracy with the
ultimate goal being an independent
Ukraine through secession from the
USSR.
The USU had approved the idea of
holding a strike on February 20-21 in
order:
^ to draw attention of the Ministry of
Higher Educational institutes, which
(Continued on page 2)

Ramon Hnatyshyn installed as Canada's governor general
by Chris Guly
Special to The Ukrainian Weekly
OTTAWA - it took them almost a
century but a Ukrainian Canadian has
finally reached the highest position in
this country. That's how Msgr. John
Hawryluk, Ukrainian Catholic vicargeneral for Quebec, summarized the
January 29 installation of 55-year-old
Ray Hnatyshyn as Canada's 24th gover–
nor general.
As the Queen's official representative
in Canada, he now also fulfills the role
of head of state and commander-in–
chief of the Canadian Armed Forces.
Canada's former attorney general,
the Saskatoon-born lawyer was first
elected to the House of Commons in
1974, representing the federal riding of
Saskatoon West. He served five years as
a federal Cabinet minister (minister of
the Crown) in various portfolios, in–
cluding: energy, mines and resources;
science and technology; government
house leader and finally, as justice
minister and attorney general from 1986
until his defeat in the 1988 general
election.
Prime Minister Brian Mulroney had
announced Mr. Hnatyshyn's appoint–
ment as governor-general, and the
assent of Queen Elizabeth H, on Octo–
ber 16, 1989.
To mark their new vice-regal posi–
tions, both Mr. Hnatyshyn and his wife
of 30 years, Gerda (Karen Andreasen),
were given the royal treatment. As
tradition dictates, the couple officially
arrived from Saskatoon by government
jet in the nation's capital a week earlier,
on January 22, and were welcomed by
the prime minister. This despite the fact
that the Hnatyshyns had continued to

live in Ottawa, while Mr. Hnatyshyn
continued his law practice.
They spent the week in residence at
the governor general's guest house, 7
Rideau Gate, while Mr. Hnatyshyn's
predecessor, Madame Jeanne Sauve,
concluded her six-year term.
The Hnatyshyns finally had their day
on January 29 when the country offi–
cially welcomed its first couple.
Traveling by limousine, they arrived

on Parliament Hill shortly after 11 a.m.
Escorted by their new RCMP military
guard and by members of their house–
hold, the couple entered the redtrimmed Senate chamber to be sworn in
by the senior puisne judge of the
Supreme Court, Antoine Lamer, Chief
Justice Brian Dickson, who serves as
Canada's deputy governor-general,
presided over the historic ceremony.
(Continued on page 3)

Governor General Ramon Hnatyshyn and his wife, Gerda, during installation
ceremonies at the throne of the Senate Chambers in Ottawa.
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UHU warns of inter-ethnic provocations
JERSEY C1TY, N.J. - The Ukrai–
nian Helsinki Union has appealed to the
populace of Ukraine to be wary of any
provocations that could lead to interethnic conflicts such as those occurring
in Azerbaidzhan, Tadzhikistan and
Uzbekistan.
Recently, there have been allegations
that some of the inter-ethnic conflicts
throughout the USSR have been insti–
gated by conservative elements who
would like to see a crackdown on
movements seeking autonomy for So–
viet republics.
in a February 20 appeal to people of
all ethnic backgrounds living in U–
kraine, the Ukrainian Helsinki Union
noted: "A real danger exists that our
common home, Ukraine, could become
a victim of a sordid, and quite possibly a
bloody provocation on the part of some
leading groups who are aiming to
organize this provocation in the form of
an inter-ethnic conflict and to discredit
Rukh tthe Popular Movement of
Ukraine for PerebudovaJ and other
organizations that comprise the Demo–
cratic Bloc."
The Democratic Bloc, a loose organi–
zation of democratically oriented
groups, is actively supporting likeminded candidates running for election
on March 4 to the Ukrainian SSR
Supreme Soviet,
The "full text of the UHU appeal, as
released by the Ukrainian Press Agency
based in London, follows.

provocation in the form of an interethnic conflict and to discredit Rukh the
-(the Popular Movement of Ukraine for
PerebudovaJ and other organizations
that comprise the Democratic Bloc.
Such a sly method which is worthy of
the "better achievements" of the NKWD
is designed to distract citizens from
political activity, to settle scores with
Rukh activists and to guarantee victory
at the elections for the representatives of
the totalitarian system.
Rumors are being actively circulated
that a group of militia from thespetz–
naz (special riot troopsJ dressed in
civilian clothes and wearing Ukrainian
national symbols, are planning a po–
grom against the peaceful population.
Moreover, military personnel have been
given weapons "for self-defense."
But most horrifying of all, a fully
armed regiment has been brought into
Kiev which has been given the job of
"pacifying the extremists from Rukh,"
having first introduced a curfew.
The Ukrainian Helsinki Union, rea–
lizing the complexity and the danger of
the given situation and also being a
human rights organization, assures you
that neither Rukh, nor any other demo–
cratic organization, which supports the
renewal of Ukraine and the establish–
ment of a democracy, are not, were never
and will not be in favor of using force to
solve any problems. We categorically
deny the Machiavellian formula "the
end justifies the means." On the con–
trary, we believe in the biblical priii–
ciple of "love they neighbor as you
would yourself."
in conjunction with this, we call upon
you, dear compatriots, to be on your
maximum guard and resistance. The
Ukrainian Helsinki Union will do
everything within its powers to prevent
such brutality. We will not permit a
repetition of Azerbaidzhan in Ukraine.
Let God grant us intelligence and
resilence in order to live honorably
through the agony of this dying, totali–
tarian ana insane regime.
Brothers and sisters of all peoples,
unite.
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Donbas demonstrations call for
resignation of Communist party officials
LONDON - Some 10,000 people
took to the streets in the heart of the
Donbas on February 7, demanding
resignations of conservative forces in
the local Communist Party bureau–
cracy. if the demands are not met a
general strike will be declared, reported
Yuriy Yakovlev, member of the Ukrai–
nian Helsinki Union in Donetske.
The massive show of opposition to
the local apparatchiks was organized by
the local strike committee and follows
in the wake of similar demonstrations in
Chernivtsi, Chernihiv and volgograd,
where party bureaucrats were recently
forced into early retirement, noted the
London-based Ukrainian Press Agency.

tors, were supportive of Mikhail Gor–
bachev and denounced the local leadership as a "mafia-style structure." The
only Ukrainian-language slogan said:
"Chernivtsi, Chernihiv, volgograd,
Donetske - it's your turn."
The organizer of the demonstration
was the known leader of the strike
committee, Oleksander Averianov. ilia
Shutov, a candidate in the coming
elections to the Ukrainian Supreme
Soviet and joint chairman of the Ukrai–
nian Language Society, gave a moving
speech.

The resolutions of the meeting de–
manded the abolition of regional com–
The immediate cause of the demon– mittees of the Communist Party of the
stration was a news item on television, Soviet Union; abolition of salaried
which showed a warehouse stocked party organizations in enterprises;
with footwear, while shoe shops in the abolition of political activity in the
city were standing empty. This was army, donation confiscated party pro–
viewed by the populace as an attempt by perty to the Children's Fund; abolition
conservative forces at sabotaging pere– of party control committees in all
stroika.
regions; and legalization of the city's
Slogans, displayed by the demonstra– strike committee.

tarian rule of the administration. There
isn't a democratic statute in a single
educational institution, which would
enable students to take part in resolving
all the problems of university life and to
have equal rights in electing rectors and
university councils.
Military education, medical prepara–
tion and civil defense still remain
Dear Brothers and Sisters!
obligatory, instead of highly qualified
Dear Ukrainians, Russians, Jews,
specialists, we bring up specialists in the
Poles, Hungarians and representatives
the;ories
of Marxism-Leninism, which
of all nations that inhabit our common
does not suit reality.
fatherland - Ukraine!
Despite promises, educational insti–
Representatives from formal and
tutions are still governed by party
informal organizations and unions!
committees,
which dictate their condi–
Workers, peasants, and the intelligent–
Following is the appeal from the tions to the administration and to
sia!
secretariat of the Ukrainian Students' students. New decisions and laws con–
A real danger exists that our common
Union addressed to Ukrainian students. cerning students are lost somewhere in
home, Ukraine, could become a victim
the hierarchy of the bureaucratic ap–
of a sordid, and quite possibly a bloody
paratus or are distorted and are not
provocation on the part of some leading
carried out.
groups, who are aiming to organize this
Student brothers!
To wait any longer means not to wait
Materially, we are the least supported for any changes. Only by acting toget–
and socially, we are the most unpro– her can we defend our rights. As a last
tected stratum in the population. resort, only an all-Ukrainian student
ST. CATHARINES, Ontario - national blue and yellow flags; two During five years of perestroika, to be strike is capable of attracting the
More than 5,000 citizens of Kiev, israeli flags, and the flag of Poland were precise, during the five years of words public's attention to student problems
capital of Ukraine, gathered on Sun- displayed.
A Rukh representative said the de– and promises, our life has not changed and forcing the administration to grant
day, February 18, in October Revolu–
for the better. Students still do not concessions.
tion Square to demonstrate for unity monstration "categorically and unequi– receive a grant on level with the miniSupport the strike! Organize strike
vocally proved the untruth of the
and reform in Ukraine.
mum required to survive and still there committees in educational institutions,
The non-sanctioned demonstration rumors being circulated by agitators." are many who are unable to secure a in the faculties and on all courses! We
On Saturday before the rally the
organized by the Popular Movement of
place in student hostels.
will defend ourrightswith joint efforts!
Ukraine for Perebudova was called to police came to the Rukh offices to force
We are still the victims of the authori–
Long live student unity!
them
not to proceed with the unsanc–
dispel rumors circulating the capital that
Rukh was organizing anti-Russian and tioned meeting, victor Linchevsky, the
Rukh secretariat's information officer,
anti-Jewish pogroms.
The keynote address at the meeting stated "the people want this meeting
FOUNDED 1933
and
the people will have it."
was given by a representative of the
The police officer admitted that he
Kievan Jewish community. Also repre–
An English-language Ukrainian newspaper published by the Ukrainian National
sented on the speakers platform were had orders from the government to stop
Association inc., a non-profit association, at 30 Montgomery St., Jersey City, NJ.
members of the Russian, Czech, Ger– the demonstration. Later he admitted
that
he
was
between
the
hammer
and
07302.
man, Tatar and Armenian communi–
the
anvil,
"between
the
people
and
the
ties.
Second-class postage paid at Jersey City, NJ. 07302.
Near the speaker's platform an array government." Nonetheless, the rally
(1SSN - 0273-9348)
of flags demonstrated the multi-ethnic proceeded peacefully and without inci–
nature of the meeting: 30 Ukrainian dent.

Students...

(Continued from page 1)
has ignored the demands of USU
following the December talks, to the
most important problems facing stu–
dents;
^ to draw attention of the USSR and
the Ukrainian People's Deputies to
student problems, taking into ac–
count that the strike is being held on the
eve of the elections; and
a "to attempt to organize a larger
number of students who are extremely
passive.

Unity of nationalities rally draws 5,000
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Dniprodzerzhynske residents back Koniev
MUN1CH - Radio Kiev on Fe–
bruary 6 reported that 5,000 people
gathered in Yuriy Gagarin Square in
Dniprodzerzhynske to protest the
airing of a highly objectionable program on Central Television concerning
a purported movement to recall Serhiy
Koniev, a radical USSR people's de–
puty and prominent Rukh organizer.
The program, shown on January 29,
allowed local officials to defame Mr.

Koniev and his backers. The protesters
in Dniprodzerzhynske passed a resolu–
tion demanding the resignation of their
city's party leadership, the chairman of
the executive committee and the city
procurator.
The action in this city in the indus–
trial Dnipropetrovske area is the latest
in a series of popular uprisings against
local leaders that has swept Ukraine in
(Continued on page 15)
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Raman Hnatyshyn...
(Continued from page 1)
Clad in top hat and grey morning
coat, Mr. Hnatyshyn looked very much
the senior statesman. His wife, Gerda,
wearing a billowing charcoal grey silk
gown with what appeared to be white
embroidery, struck a complementary
regal pose. Their sons, John, 19, and
Carl, 15, sat to the side with 14 other
members of the immediate family.
ironically, it was in the same upper
chamber that Mr. Hnatyshyn's father,
John, served as a Canadian senator.
in the presence of the prime minister
and his Cabinet, senators, privy coun–
cillors, members of the diplomatic corps
and the Supreme Court of Canada, and
the country's two metropolitans, Ukrai–
nian Catholic Archbishop Maxim Her–
maniuk and Archbishop Wasyly Fedak
of the Ukrainian Orthodox Church,
Mr. Hnatyshyn took the oaths of office.
After receiving the Queen's privy seal
and assuming custody of Canada's two
highest honors, the Order of Military
Merit and the chancellery of the Order
of Canada, the country's first son of an
immigrant assumed the highest office.
in welcoming the new governor
general, Prime Minister Mulroney paid
tribute to his Ukrainian roots.
Recalling his November visit to Kiev,
Mr. Mulroney spoke of laying a wreath
at the monument to Taras Shevchenko
who, "more than a century ago, expressed with simplicity and power the
yearning of all men and women for
liberty" when he wrote:
"in the great new family,
The family of the free,
With softly spoken, kindly words,
Pray, men, remember me."
"As," 1 read his immortal invocation
of freedom in Kiev, 1 thought of
wheat fields, half a world away and
how Ukrainians had realized the poet's
dream-– on Canada's prairies and in
cities and towns across this country.
And 1 thought how appropriate it was
that the son of a Ukrainian immigrant
would shortly become governor general
of Canada here in this chamber where
his own father had served as the first
Canadian senator born in Ukraine."
The prime minister also paid tribute
to Mr. Hnatyshyn's mother, Helen, who
attended the ceremony and who had
also distinguished herself in community
service, serving as president of the
National Council of Women of Canada.
Mr. Mulroney went on to praise the
governor general's immigrant roots:
"As a second-generation Canadian, an
advocate of tolerance, a champion of
national reconciliation, you know this
country, and you understand and admire its people."
in his inaugural address, Mr. Hnaty–
shyn picked up on this theme by ac–
knowledging that "4 million of us were
born outside our own borders."
He said, "When we speak of people
who have chosen to make their lives
with us, we describe them as immigrants
with all its implications of coming of us,
rather than dismissing them with the
less welcoming labels of 'alien' or
foreigner.' "
Although the new governor general
alternated his speech between English
and awkward French, he said, in even
more halting Ukrainian, that "1 can
only be grateful for that, because
among the families that came to Canada
— and were welcomed by it — were
Michael and Anna Hnatyshyn, holding
in their arms the infant son who would
become my father."
Following the swearing-in ceremony,
Mr. Hnatyshyn, took the royal salute to
the governor general from the Central
Band of the Canadian Forces, as he
stood atop the stairs of the Peace
Tower. A 2i-gun salute then cracked
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the mild winter air and the new gover–
nor general completed his first inspec–
tion of the guard of honor. Canada's
new royal couple then left by a 19th
century hand-carved wood and wrought
iron landau for their new home, Go–
vernment House (Rideau Hall).
Later than evening, the Hnatyshyns
attended a reception hosted by the
prime minister and his wife, Mila, at the
Canadian Museum of Civilization,
situated across the river in Hull, Que–
bec. More than 2,000 invited guests
sipped wine, munched on smoked
salmon and varenyky,and watched a
variety show, that included a perfor–
mance by the Dnipro Ukrainian Dance
Ensemble.
Mr. Mulroney used the occasion to
gently poke some fun at Mr. Hnatyshyn,
known for his wit and prankish sense of
humor. He told the crowd that Mr.
Hnatyshyn's mother, Helen, had taken
him aside following the morning's offi–
cial ceremonies to say that she had
learned something new about her son.
it was, the prime minister said, that
Ray spoke better French than Ukrai–
nian.
Mr. Hnatyshyn has been criticized,
since his appointment, for not being
fluent in Ukrainian. But that was far
from being a major bone of contention
for well-wishers, especially the Ukrai–
nian Canadian contingent. Their enthu–
siasm was difficult to contain.
Lt. Gov. Sylvia Fedoruk, the queen's
representative in Saskatchewan and the

Their Excellencies Ramon John Hnatyshyn and Gerda Hnatyshyn.
first female Ukrainian to hold that considers him to be a "nice, polite man,
office, declared it a "happy day for proper for the position." "Hell repre–
Canada and for multiculturalism." A sent Canada well," he said.
friend of the family for two genera–
Andrij Hluchowecky, director of the
tions, Ms. Fedoruk considered it a day Ukrainian Canadian information Bu–
of personal nostalgia for her.
reau, sees this event as a "coming of age"
Ukrainian Catholic Bishop Basil for Ukrainians who have now become
Filevich of Saskatoon was a neighbor of the "third element" in Canada.
Mr. Hnatyshyn for the last six years and
(Continued on page 15)
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Governor general's coat of arms reveals Ukrainian roots
OTTAWA - Governor General
Ramon Hnatyshyn's new personal
coat of arms reflects his Ukrainian
heritage by incorporating a "tryzub"
(trident), the ancient Ukrainian
emblem.
According to a story in the StarPhoenix of Saskatoon, the coat of
arms also notes the new governor
general's Saskatchewan roots.
The coat of arms was presented to
Mr. Hnatyshyn by his predecessor
Jeanne Sauve, as one of her final

official acts. The chief herald of
Canada, Robert Watt told the Saska–
toon newspaper that "it is the first
time a governor general, as head of
the Canadian Heraldic Authority,
has presented a coat of arms to the
successor. ... it is really a very
historic and special occasion."
Mr. Watt noted that two Ukrai–
nian Canadians, Dr. Jennie Zayach–
kowski, executive director of the
Ukrainian Museum of Canada in
Saskatoon, and Dr. Ostap Sokol–

The governor general's coat of arms. Note the "tryzub" appearing on
badge fastened to the bull's collar.

sky of Toronto, helped research the
Ukrainian symbolism. The StarPhoenix described Governor Ge–
neral Hnatyshyn's coat of arms as
follows.

Drawn and painted by staff artist
Cathy Sabourin, the background of
the shield is divided and colored like
the ancient arms of Ukraine, skyblue and gold. The vice-regal lion in
the upper half represents his ex–
cellency's appointment as Canada's
24th governor general Below is a
lion holding a heart, drawn from the
arms of Denmark to honor her
excellency's paternal homeland. The
shield is encircled with the motto
ribbon of the Order of Canada and
the insignia of a Companion of the
Order.
Above the shield, the red lion of
Saskatchewan bears two maple
leaves in Canada's other official
color representing the Hnatyshyns' j
two sons. The lion carries scales of
justice, emblematic of the governor
general's profession and his portfolio
in the federal cabinet.
Standing on a compartment sym–
bolizing the forests and grainfields of
Saskatchewan rising above the
waters of the South Saskatchewan
River, are a deer and a bull, also in
sky-blue and gold. The deer, drawn
from the arms of the Province of j
Saskatchewan, carries a collar fea–
turing the badge of the House of
Commons, worn by all parliamenta–
rians. The bull is one of the oldest
symbols of Bukovyna, the birthplace
of Hnatyshyn's parents. On its collar
is a special emblem linking Saskat–
chewan and Ukraine; on the provin–
cial flower, the prairie lily, the
Ukrainian trident, symbol of the
Ukrainian people for more than a
millennium.
The motto on Hnatyshyn's coat of
arms, "moderatio m omnibus"
means moderation in all things.
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international conlerence in Toronto
to discuss Ukraine under Stalin

Obituaries

Olimpia Dobrovolska, famed actress

developments in Ukraine? How did
NEW YORK - Olimpia Dobrovol–
developments in Ukraine shape the ska, a leading actress of Ukrainian
larger course of events in the Soviet theater companies in Ukraine, Austria
Union? By looking at Ukraine, by most and the United States, died here at a
accounts the key to the success of the nursing home on February 2, at the age
Stalinist Revolution, 1 think we'll arrive of 94. Ms. Dobrovolska was also known
at a clearer understanding of the nature as a pedagogue and theater director.
and dynamics of the Stalinist phenome–
Her husband, actor and theater direc–
non as a whole."
tor Joseph Hirniak, had passed away
Participants will include leading last year on January 17. He was 93.
specialists in Ukrainian and Soviet
Ms. Dobrovolska was born August
studies from around the world, among 12, 1895, in Odessa, Ukraine. She was
them three researchers. Ігрщ;чіЦіЄУ;^Рг. an actress with the Molodyi Teatr
Stanislav Kulchytsky of the festitilte of (Young Theater) in Lviv in 1917-1919,
History, Academy of Sciences, USSR,a and the Franko Theater and its theaterhistorian who has recently completed a studio in 1920-1922. it was while she
book on the Great Famine; Dr. venia– was with the latter theater that she
min Sikora of the Kiev institute of married Mr. Hirniak.
Culture, an economic historian specia–
She was also a member in 1922-1933
lizing in the 1930s; and volodymyr of the Berezil Theater, established as an
Maniak of Memorial, who recently experimental theater under the direc–
spent several months in villages tion of Les Kurbas and active in Kiev
throughout Ukraine collecting eyewit– and Kharkiv.
ness accounts of the famine of 1932in 1934-1940, Ms. Dobrovolska and
1933.
her husband, who had been arrested as a
The conference will also include supporter of Kurbas and exiled to
many prominent Western scholars: Chibiu in the Soviet Arctic, performed
John Armstrong, professor emeritus, with the Kosolapkin Theater.
University of Wisconsin; Aleksander
As well, Ms. Dobrovolska was an
Babyonoshov, Russian Research Cen– actress with the Lviv Opera Theater in
ter, Harvard University; Bohdan Boci– 1942-1944.
urkiw, Carleton University; R.W. DaWith her husband she emigrated to
vies, University of Birmingham (United Austria, Germany and finally the United
Kingdom); George Grabowicz, Har– States, where the couple directed a
vard University; Bohdan Krawchenko, theater studio in 1949-1957. in 1954University of Alberta; Hiroaki Kuro– 1957 they directed the Ukrainian Thea–
miya, King's College, Cambridge Uni– ter in America, and in 1956-1964 the
versity; George Liber, University of Slovo Theater. Ms. Dobrovolska ap–
Alabama-Birmingham; James Mace, peared in various roles and directed
U.S. Congressional Commission on the Lesia Ukrainka's "Lisova Pisnia" and
Ukrainian Famine; Myroslav Shkan–
drij, University of Manitoba; Roman
Solchanyk, Radio Free Europe^ Radio
Liberty; Bohdan Somchynsky, Univer–
sity of Birmingham (United Kingdom);
Roman Szporluk, University of Michi–
gan; Peter Soloman, University of
by Bohdan Hryshchyshyn
Toronto; Ronald Suny, University of
Michigan; Maxim Tarnawsky, Univer–
CARNEG1E, Pa. - The Ukrainian
sity of Toronto; Lynne viola, Univer– community lost a tireless worker with
sity of Toronto; Stephen Wheatcroft, the passing of Rt. Rev. Andrew Beck on
University of Melbourne and Andrew Friday, February 2, after several years
Alstadt, Central Connecticut State of failing health.
University.
The Rev. Beck was born on April 29,
The conference will then conclude on 1911, in Ford City, Pa., the son of
Sunday, March 4, at 4:30 p.m. at the Michael and Anna (Wojtowych) Beck.
Earth Sciences Auditorium, University He started his elementary education,in
of Toronto, with a panel discussion by Ford City; then studied for five years in
the Soviet participants on "Re-eva– schools in Chortkiv and Kolomyia, we–
luating the Stalinist Period in Ukraine." stern Ukraine.
in 1927 he returned to the U.S. and
The session, which will be conducted in
Ukrainian, will be free and open to the entered St. viadimir's Ukrainian Or–
thodox Seminary in New York City, in
public.
May of 1932 he married Tekla Opalka
of Ford City. Then on June 26, 1932, at
the Holy Trinity Orthodox Church in
Bridgeport, Conn., he was ordained
SASKATOON, Sask. - Bishop
The Metropolitan Andrey Sheptyt– into the holy priesthood by His Holi–
Basil Filevich, Ukrainian Catholic sky institute for Eastern Christian ness Athenagoras, who later became the
eparch of Saskatoon, presented a check Studies will be the first fully accredited patriarch of Constantinople.
for S 10,000 to the Metropolitan Andrey Ukrainian Catholic theological faculty
Pastoral assignments took him to
Sheptytsky institute Foundation in late since the destruction of the Theological Chicago, Monessen and Coatesville,
December as the first installment of his Academy of Lviv after World War 11. Pa., and Utica, N.Y. He was appointed
S20,000 contribution to the institute's While the Ukrainian Catholic Church pastor of St. Mary's Ukrainian Ortho–
endowment fund.
has an undergraduate faculty of philo– dox Church in Bridgeport, Conn.,
sophy (St. Basil's College in Stamford, serving from August 1933 to December
Bishop Filevich expressed the hope Conn.) and seminaries in Rome, Wash–
1950.
that this contribution will help the ington and Ottawa, Ukrainian semina–
His work in organizing the Sobor of
faithful at large to understand how very rians from these institutions have had to Unification of the Ukrainian Auto–
important the work of his Ukrainian study theology at Roman Catholic cephalous Orthodox Church and the
theological institute is for the future of universities, a less than optimal situa– American Ukrainian Orthodox Church
the Church. He noted that the reloca– tion. Now priesthood candidates, reli– in September 1950 led to his election as
tion of the institute from Chicago to gious and laypeople will be able to study diocesan treasurer at the Consistory in
Ottawa and its further development the thousand-year-old tradition of
South Bound Brook, N.J.
there have been proclaimed the official Ukrainian Christianity through the
He also was administrator of the
project of the Ukrainian Catholic fully accredited Sheptytsky institute diocesan publications — Ukrainian
Church in Canada for the centennial of at the bachelor's master's and even– Orthodox Herald and The Orthodox
Ukrainian settlement in this country. tually doctoral levels, in addition to Word - both for 10 years. Whi
The foundation has launched a S3 regular courses at the Ottawa campus, serving at the consistory, he organize a
million campaign for the institute's en– the Sheptytsky institute will offer
St. Andrew's Parish and served is the
dowment fund at St. Paul University in university credit programs
;he U.S. pastor.
Canada's capital.
and Ukraine.
in September 1956, the R.,. l.ck
TORONTO - The Chair of Ukrai–
nian Studies and the Center for Russian
and East European Studies at the
University of Toronto on March 2-4
will host a major, international confe–
rence on "Ukraine under Stalin, 19281939."
For the first time, scholars from
North America, Europe and Australia,
will meet with researchers from the
Soviet Union to discuss one of the most
significant and most turbulent, yet least
understood episodes of 20th-century
history, the Stalinist Revolution, in
1928, Stalin launched a relentless drive
to industrialize and collectivize the
Soviet Union, and at the same time,
inaugurated one of the darkest decades
of modern history, a time when terror
and state-sponsored famine claimed the
lives of some 18 million to 20 million
people.
As Prof. Olga Andriewsky, a histo–
rian at Trent University and the confe–
rence organizer, explains, "This is an
era which, until recently, has been
completely closed to scholarly inquiry
and serious discussion in the Soviet
Union, in this respect, our conference
marks a turning point in Ukrainian and
Soviet studies."
The conference will focus on the
Stalinist Revolution in Ukraine where
the industrialization and collectiviza–
tion drives were especially intensive and
human losses disproportionately high.
The period witnessed the virtual des–
truction of Ukraine's political and
intellectual elite as well as the deaths of
millions of ordinary people. Canadian
and American specialists have esti–
mated that about 6 million people died
in the famine of 1932-33 in Ukraine
alone.
The theme of the conference will be
relations between the "center" and the
"periphery," that is, Moscow and
Ukraine. "There are many, many ques–
tions that still have to be answered if we
are going to understand what happened
in the Soviet Union in the 1930s, and
why," said Prof. Andriewsky.
"To say that Stalin was the man
behind these events doesn't fully explain
them. We need to look more closely at
the particular political, social, econo–
mic and cultural complexion of Ukrai–
nian society in the 1930s and how it was
affected and, in turn, affected the
Stalinist Revolution. What was the
exact nature of these relations between
1928 and 1939? To what degree was
Moscow actually able to 'control'

Filevich supports Sheptytsky institute
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Olimpia Dobrovolska in a photo from
the 1950s.
"Orgia," and Henrik ibsen's "Ghosts."
A book published in 1985, "Nesko–
reni Bereziltsi" by valerian Revutsky,
was dedicated to Mr. Hirniak and Ms.
Dobrovolska.
Ms. Dobrovolska was unaware of her
husband's death in 1989, as she had
been in a nursing home for several
years.
Burial was at Blessed virgin Mary
Cemetery in Fox Chase, Pa., on Fe–
bruary 6. Ms. Dobrovolska's earthly
remains were laid to rest next to those of
her husband.
Surviving are a daughter, Eva Ts–
charskyj, and other family members

The Rt. Rev. Andrew Beck,
Ukrainian Orthodox leader
became the pastor of Ss. Peter and Paul
Church in Carnegie, Pa., serving until
his retirement in 1983. He continued on
the Metropolitan Council of the Dio–
cese until October 1988, during which
time he served a three-year term as vicechairman.
in October 1988 he was elected
president of the Church Court. The
Rev. Beck was elevated to archpriest in
1950 and to protopresbyter in 1973 and
was granted the privilege to wear two
pectoral crosses in May 1982. in 1968 he
was appointed dean of the Pittsburgh
Deanery.
He had been actively involved with
the Ukrainian Orthodox League of the
U.S.A., serving as spiritual advisor to
the national executive board from 1951
to 1956; treasurer of the Western
Pennsylvania Region of the UOL;
Spiritual Advisor to Ss. Peter and Paul
UOL Chapter, the Western Pennsyl–
(Continued on page 16)

The Rt. Rev. Andrew Beck
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Miamians honor dance directors for 40 years of dedication
by Dzvinka Shwed
DAN1A, Fla. — A gala was held to
celebrate 40 years of the Ukrainian
Dancers of Miami at the Sheraton
Design Center Hotel here on Sunday,
January 28. The 40th anniversary and
reunion was a special tribute to direc–
tors Kay Hodivsky and Taras Maksy–
mowich, two people who believe so
strongly in their Ukrainian heritage,
that for 40 years they gave of their lives
freely teaching Ukrainian dancing and
today still are the co-directors of the
Ukrainian Dancers of Miami.
The affair, which was a sell-out with
over 350 people attending, started with
the traditional "vitayemo" performed
by the Ukrainian Dancers of Miami.
The master of ceremonies, Taras Ho–
divsky, son of Kay, greeted all the guests
and throughout the afternoon made
sure that everything ran smoothly.
The invocation was delivered in
Ukrainian by the very Rev. Stephen
Bilak of St. Nicholas Ukrainian Ortho–
dox Church, and in English by the Rev.
Steven Zanchny of the Assumption of
the Blessed virgin Mary Ukrainian
Catholic Church.
A tribute to Mrs. Hodivsky and Mr.
Maksymowich from the Ukrainian
Dancers of Miami was presented by
Donna Maksymowich, daughter of
Taras and presently head instructor of
the group, and by Lesia Hodivsky–
Stubblefield, daughter of Kay and
chairperson of the affair.
Miss Maksymowich, in her tribute
said: " Tsiotsia' Kay and 'Uncle' Taras
as they have come to be known to all the
dancers, were like two parents who
raised a bunch of kids, bringing them
together once a week to do something
special — Ukrainian dancing. There
was always the unexplainable feeling of
belonging to the family: proud, confi–
dent, different. Kay and Taras have
been teachers, mentors, friends, parents
and grandparents, watching their offspring, both genetic and adopted,
succeed — not only as Ukrainian
dancers, but as adult Americans who
will continue to perpetuate their beauti–
ful Ukrainian heritage largely because
of them."
Ms. Hodivsky-Stubblefield conti–
nued, "They have never been paid for
their 40 years of service to the dance
group, nor have they been paid for
expenses, phone calls, etc., or for
countless hours of organizing programs.
They have never been paid for being
nursemaid to sick and injured children
or for being counselors to dozens of
growing youngsters exercising and
expressing rebellion in their quest for
independence and passage into adulthood. They have made a difference in
our lives by making the choice to share
their ideals and values and instilling a
deep sense of pride in our Ukrainian
heritage."
As small token of the group's appre–
ciation, Ukrainian embroidered photo
albums were presented to the two
directors.
On behalf of the parents and grandparents, Barbara Dmytriw thanked
Mrs. Hodivsky and Mr. Maksymowich,
"For giving our children poise, pride in
being Ukrainian, self-confidence and
the ability to mix with and understand
other ethnic groups. Because of you,
Florida learned who Ukrainians are,
because of you our children went to
school performing Ukrainian dances as
part of social studies. They had to tell
their teachers that Ukraine is not
Russia, they gave history lessons to
turners and enlightened them about
Г; ,^niar c'aure. Kay and Taras, you
c' ,:iven 1 ? parents and grandparents

Honorees Kay Hodivsky and Taras Maksymowich enter the banquet hall.

Young members of the Ukremmr:. Osmcers of Mb:.^:– perform.

another reason to be proud of our offspring."
The keynote speaker, Dr. Myron
Kuropas, supreme vice-president of the
Ukrainian National Association, deli–
vered a speech titled, "Youth and the
Ukrainian Dance in America." Dr.
Kuropas went back 100 years, when
Ukrainians began arriving on American
shores: "No one seemed to know or care
who they were. Their nation was submerged, they were poor, most were
illiterate. Despite all of these handicaps
they had a storehouse of spiritual
resources to sustain them. They brought
with them their pride, their determina–
tion and their willingness to work. They
came with unshakeable belief in God
and an unconditional love of their
Church. They arrived with one of the
world's greatest treasures: their rich
Ukrainian culture.
"We owe much to our pioneers but we
owe even more to their children, it was
the children who, imbued with an
undying love of their heritage, took the
cultural torch passed on to them by
their parents, nurtured it, made it shine
far more brightly, and then passed it on
j t o their children. This is why today we
see the" grandchildren and great grandchildren of these pioneers participating
in Ukrainian cultural life and enjoying it
as much, if not more, than their parents.
"it is for this reason that today we are
honoring two outstanding leaders in
our community. They accepted the
torch from their parents and with it
brightened all our lives. They are the
founding father and mother of the
Ukrainian Dancers of Miami, Taras
Maksymowich and Katherine Hodiv–
sky," he says.
Mr. Maksymowich became active in
local Ukrainian community life at age
15 when he and his family moved to
Florida. His record of accomplishments
has been legendary. He has served as
choir director of the Assumption choir
since 1958. He has been president of the
Ukrainian American Club for many
years and a Ukrainian National Asso–
ciation supreme advisor for eight
years.
While still a young man, Mr. Maksy–
mowich was a national advisor for the
Ukrainian Youth League of North
America and chairman of the UYLNA
Miami convention in 1962. Today he
serves as treasurer of the Ukrainian
Heritage Foundation, the cultural or–
ganization that recently produced a
Ukrainian instructional dance video.
Mr. Maksymowich is a social studies
teacher and vice-president of the United
Teachers of Dade County since 1976.
Anyone who knows Mr. Maksymowich
and his wife Anna knows that this is an
outstanding Ukrainian couple, full of
love for each other, their family and the
Ukrainian people. They have three
children, Hanya, Donna and Karen,
who recently produced their first album
of traditional Ukrainian songs. A few
weeks ago, Ta^as and Anna also be–
came proud grandparents of Kathryn
Oksana Lotocky.
Mrs. Hodivsky is one of the founding
members of St. Nichola, Ukrainian
Orthodox Church. She is past president
of St. Nicholas Sisterhood, she has
served as chairperson of the United
Ukrainian Organizations of Miami for
many years as well as vice-president of
the Ukrainian American Club.
During the early 1950s she was
involved with voice of America broadcasts to Ukraine. During the 1960s and
1970s she presented lectures and orga–
nized exhibits to and for the xMiami
Women's Club on Arts and Music. She
participated in ix weeks of programcontinued on page 12)
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Ukrainian independence Day address

Ukrainian Weekly

Old tricks
Historic elections are to take place in Ukraine on March 4. With one week
to go before the voting, Ukraine has become the site of countless public rallies
to protest Communist Party control and to support more democratically
minded candidates, like those endorsed by the Democratic Bloc. From
Chernihiv, to Kremenchuk, to Chernivtsi, from the Donbas, to Galicia, to
Crimea, the people are speaking out.
A week ago, when the legalization was announced of the Popular
Movement of Ukraine for Perebudova (Rukh), which many see as the nucleus
for a genuine opposition party in Ukraine, tens of thousands took to squares
and streets across Ukraine to celebrate and demonstrate their support for this
first public political organization in the republic. And this week, thousands pf
students participated in a nationwide strike called to give voice to their
demands, and to protest their subservience to the dictates of the party and its
affiliates, such as the Komsomol.
Today, the Communist Party of Ukraine (CPU) is in trouble - a n d knows
it. it is the victim of its own policies which pitted the party against the people,
which created a privileged class of party functionaries, which perpetrated and
perpetuated stagnation in this "Brezhnev preserve" until recently directed by
First Secretary volodymyr Shcherbytsky.
Perhaps it is the CPU's raw fear of the people and public scrutiny that is
causing it to resort to its old tricks. Official elections commissions have
refused to register certain candidates, among them those put up by officially
registered groups such as the ecological association Zelenyi Svit and the Taras
Shevchenko Ukrainian Language Society. The CPU has attempted to brand,
its opposition as extremists promoting a separatist agenda. Rukh has been
forced to counter allegations of anti-Semitism and Ukrainian chauvinism,
and the Ukrainian Helsinki Union felt compelled to warn the populace to
beware of provocations and rumors aimed at inciting inter-ethnic conflict.
in Ukraine, the Baltic states, the Transcaucasus and elsewhere it is evident:
the Soviet empire is in real danger of crumbling.
in the midst of this, delegations of U.S. congressmen are trying to travel to
the USSR to monitor the most free elections in Soviet history. A delegation
headed for Lithuania for the February 24 voting had its request for visas
turned down by Soviet authorities who said the invitation from Sajudis, the
popular front, was issued by an improper authority. The same may now
happen to a delegation from the Helsinki Commission which seeks to visit
Ukraine for the March 4 elections. Here, the USSR has said an invitation
from the Ukrainian Republican Club of People's Deputies does not constitute
an "official" invitation. The Ukrainian SSR Supreme Soviet, which is
"conducting the elections," Soviet representatives in the U.S. have said, is the
only body that can issue such an official invitation.
A Weekly associate editor, too, has been denied a visa because her
invitation came from the officially sanctioned Ukrainian Writers' Union
(which has fielded its own candidates in the elections). - and not the
republic's Supreme Soviet.
What we have here is a case of the Soviets making up the rules as they go
along, to suit their particular purposes of the moment. Apparently the
USSR's free and open elections are not as free and open as the Soviets would
have us believe. And, the Soviets' "new thinking" has reverted to the old
thinking, and old tactics.

Turning the pages back...
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Les Kurbas (1887-1942?) has gone down in history as the
father of modern Ukrainian theater, leaving an indelible
mark as an innovative actor, organizer, teacher and daring

experimental director.
According to the Encyclopedia of Ukraine, after the February Revolution of
1917 Kurbas reorganized an actor's studio he had founded in 1916 into the Molodyi
Theater in Kiev.!
in 1920, he formed the Kyidramte, a touring drama troupe, but soon afterward
gave up acting to concentrate on teaching and directing, in 1922, convinced that
theater was a powerful political instrument, he founded the Berezil artistic
association in Kiev.
According to an article by virlana Tkacz in Theatre History Studies, 1988:
"Kurbas envisioned the Berezil as an organization that would unite all theater
artists, it would produce plays, but also develop theater research, conduct
experiments and study all the related arts, it was to be the universal Ukrainian
theater center which would create the new revolutionary theater, a laboratory that
would develop new forms and bring them to life. But first the 'new man,' the new
Berezil actor, had to come into being. Kurbas chose to begin with only the youngest
actors who were still very pliable and had not acquired any stage habits. They
became Berezil's First Studio and Kurbas developed his system of training actors
with them."
in 1933, Kurbas, his ideas and his dynamic innovative and often controversial
productions were condemned as nationalist, rationalist, formalist and counterrevolutionary, in October he was dismissed as the director of Berezil and all of his
productions were banned from the Soviet Ukrainian repertoire. He moved to
Moscow, where he was arrested in December and imprisoned on the Solovky
islands. Ш was last heard from in 1937 and it is presumed he died on October 15,
1942.
Only in the past few years has the Soviet Ukrainian theater world begun to realize
his genius, as they celebrated the 100th anniversary of his birth in 1987. Rehabilitated after Stalin's death Les Kurbas' work is widely publicized and he is
honored by the international Kurbas Society, which was founded by virlana Tkacz
of New York, Les Taniuk of Kiev, Nelli Kornienko of Moscow and Romana Bahry
of Toronto.

Rep. Don Ritter on dramatic events
in Eastern Europe, USSR, Ukraine
On January 21, Rep. Don Ritter (R–
Pa.) received the 1990 Man of the Year
Award from the illinois branch of the
Ukrainian Congress Committee of
America during the annual Ukrainian
independence Day banquet.
Following is the text of Rep. Ritter's
speech to that gathering.
І would like to thank all of you for
inviting me here today to celebrate the
72nd anniversary of the declaration of
Ukrainian independence, and for
honoring me as your "Man of the Year"
for 1990.
in light of the dramatic events that
are occurring now in the Soviet Union
and Eastern Europe, 1 consider it a very
special privilege to be honored by the
Ukrainian Congress Committee of
America as "Man of the Year."
Whenever 1 am with Ukrainians, І
know 1 am among friends. І count
myself fortunate to serve a Congres–
sional district in Eastern Pennsylvania
that has a rich ethnic mix — with many
Ukrainian American families.
І count so many of my Lehigh valley
Ukrainian Americans as friends —
soul brothers and sisters.
І am sure that many of you share with
me an anticipation and excitement
about recent events in the Communist
world. Future historians, looking back
at this period, will — no doubt — view
this as the pivotal time when the "old
order" of communism had overwhel–
mingly proved its failure to the people
of the world.
From China to Czechoslovakia, from
the Baltic States to the Berlin Wall,
communism has failed the people — the
workers and peasants whom Marx and
Lenin had said it would serve. Lenin
said "Workers of the world unite! You
have nothing to lose but your chains."
And, in almost every Communist na–
tion today "workers of the world..."are
uniting - but, this time to break the
chains of tyranny.
One might even be so bold to say:
"From Stettin on the Baltic Sea to
Trieste on the Adriatic Sea, an iron
Curtain is lifting across Europe."
Ever since my days as an exchange
fellow in the Soviet Union, 1 have had a
deep concern for the plight of the
Ukrainian people. And over the years,
as the ranking member of the Helsinki
Commission in Congress and as cochairman of the Congressional Ad Hoc
Committee on the Baltic States and
Ukraine, 1 have developed an apprecia–
tion for the people of Ukraine - their
culture, courage and faith. Over the
years, that appreciation has blossomed
into deep affection.
Tomorrow, January 22, is a day that
we commemorate — with pride and
solemn remembrance — the 72nd anni–
versary of the declaration of Ukrainian
independence.
This year, the commemoration is
particularly meaningful. God willing,
earlier this very day in Ukraine masses
of citizens will have formed a human
chain to link Kiev to Lviv. Organized by
the Popular Movement of Ukraine for
Perebudova (Rukh) this event will
jointly celebrate the anniversary of the
January 22, 1918, declaration of Ukrai–
nian independence and the reunifica–
tion of the two Ukrainian republics —
which occurred one year later, if the
authorities do not prevent them, up–
wards of 100,000 are expected to join
hands with one another today.
Though Ukrainian independence
from 1918 to 1920 was short-lived and

crushed in its infancy by the Red Army,
Ukrainian independence Day remains
as a legacy of hope for those who
continue to bravely struggle for human
rights and self-determination in U–
kraine.
it was the sacrifices of so many
Ukrainian patriots who have given
courage to a new generation today in
Ukraine, in the past year, we have seen
in the mass Ukrainian demonstrations
a courage, faith and commitment that
lives today stronger than ever - that
could not be suppressed by decades of
Soviet oppression, militant atheism and
an enforced famine resulting in the
genocide of millions of Ukrainians.
This is indeed an exciting time, in
addition to the changes taking place in
the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe,
we are seeing in Ukraine the establish–
ment and growth of numerous nongovernmental groups such as Rukh, the
Ukrainian Helsinki Union, and cultural
and environmental groups.
Like their brothers and sisters in the
Baltic States, thousands of people are
gathering in the cities and towns of
Ukraine. All across Ukraine, yellow and
blue flags and tridents are being taken
from their secret places and waved
proudly and openly in defiance of the
continued suppression of human rights,
Ukrainian faith and right of selfdetermination.
On September 17, in the largest
demonstration of Ukrainian Catholics
since World War 11 - a crowd esti–
mated to have as many as 250,000
people marched in Lviv to demand the
legalization of the Ukrainian Catholic
Church.
in Lviv, this past October 1, a peace–
ful crowd of 15,000 demonstrators
bearing Ukrainian flags was dispersed
violently by KGB and MvD troops.
Outraged at the violence, a crowd of
30,000 residents of Lviv staged a rally
on October 3 in protest of the govern–
ment's brutal crackdown.
The list of demonstrations like these
in recent months goes on, but among
the most striking are those that have
taken place at the mass graves of
Stalin's recently discovered victims. On
May 7, thousands gathered in Kiev and
marched to the nearby mass grave at
Bykivnia where the skeletons of 300,000
victims of Stalin's brutality were hastily
buried.
in a surprising turn-around, a Soviet
government commission released a
report in March saying that th ; thou–
sands buried at Bykivnia were victims
of Stalin's regime — and not Nazi
Germany, as the Communist Party had
. maintained since the end of World War
11.
it is encouraging that Soviet history,
which has distorted the truth for so
long, has finally begun to move closer to
the facts of what happened under
Stalin.
The collective national spirit of the
Ukrainian people can only be tempered
and forged into something stronger as
the mass graves of communism's vic–
tims continue to be uncovered in U–
kraine — as they have been at Demianiv
Laz, where 100,000 recently gathered in
a prayer service.
it seems to be vogue, in the Western
media, to give most of the credit for the
positive developments in Eastern Eu–
rope and the Soviet Union to Mikhail
Gorbachev or the Soviet "new think–
ing." And it is fashionable to ridicule as
"cold warriors," past and present
(Continued on page Щ
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These are complicated issues to be
sure, and the Ukrainian American
community is not the only one facing
them. This rapid change in our rela–
tionship with Ukraine finds a large
proportion of individuals confused and
uncertain as to what to do next. This is
in contrast to the Baltic and Trans–
caucasian nations who are clarifying
their positions with great rapidity, and
are not satisfied with Russian and
Communist domination.
Because of all this, it seems that we
need to reassess our roles in the West, in
order to help the people of Ukraine and
not the system which caused them such
misery, it appears that no matter what
happens in Ukraine or what political or
religious views we espouse, it is critical
to increase our visibility and influence
in government, press and various think
tanks.
it is necessary to lobby our govern–
ments, that economic aid be contingent
on guarantees of human and national
rights first and not vice versa. All these
should be protected by law. This is the
best security which we can provide for
Ukraine. We may not be able to control
events in Ukraine, but we can make sure
that events there get the maximum
coverage here.
At this point, we are Ukraine's
guarantee for freedom. The people
there rely upon us to be their window to
the West. Let us look towards Ukraine,
and do what they cannot do for them–
selves in the West, until freedom and
independence become a reality — and
not merely an eternal promise.

Dear Editor:
With the advent of a new year, 1 was
prompted to look through past issues of
The Weekly, and was moved to make
several observations. 1988 was indeed a
momentous year for Ukrainians in the
West. We brought the Millennium of
Kievan Rus' to the attention of the
media and various government. Be–
cause of Western pressure, the entire
issue of freedom of religion in the USSR
is being re-examined, in Washington,
we have two offices, the Ukrainian
National information Service and the
Ukrainian National Association office,
which do a good job of bringing the
Ukrainian issue to the attention of the
U.S. government and the media, in
sum, much was done in the non-Ukrai–
nian arena, the results of which could be
seen in the number of Ukrainian-issue
articles which appeared in the American
press.
All that activity reflected a vertical
relationship which we had with U–
kraine, Ukraine, a captive nation, was
repressed and persecuted, while the
diaspora in the West, with increasing
efficiency, tried to bring this to world
attention. The relationship was relative–
ly clear-cut. various ideological diffe–
rences existed among the Ukrainian
nationalist groups. But the fundamental
belief in Ukraine's independence from
Russia was a cement that held the
community together. Everyone was
aware that on the other side of the
Larissa M. Fontana
vertical plane was a Ukraine ravaged by
Potomac, Md.
famine, closed houses of worship,
Russified and agriculturally destroyed,
individuals who paid with their lives,
for human and national rights ideals,
were held in utmost reverence and
respect, and they were the compass by
which we charted our activities.
With the increasing contacts from
Ukraine, it seems that the cement is Dear Editor:
Recently, Sen. Bob Dole suggested
showing cracks. A good case in point is
the 1989 Captive. Nations resolution in increasing aid to Eastern Europe and
decreasing
aid by 5 percent to several
which Ukraine was omitted as a captive
nation, and, there was no major outcry countries. With limited resources, the
from the Ukrainian American commu– United States should debate this issue in
nity. Another example is the lack of Congress and re-evaluate its contribu–
good press work on the human chain tions to all countries. Debate is vital and
which occurred January 21, resulting in will take place if we write to our
minimal coverage in the American congressmen and senators.
The paltry sum now allocated for
press.
While this is occurring, our families Eastern Europe will not make such of a
and communities have experienced a difference, but we; as a nation, must
wave of visitors from Ukraine, spanning support democracy in Eastern Europe.
the entire spectrum from private indivi– We, as Americans, must take a leaderduals to official representatives of the ship role in helping others. As Ukrai–
Ukrainian SSR. All this gives the nian Americans we should lobby
impression that phenomenal changes Congress for aid to be used for the
are being permitted by Moscow, start– victims of ChornobyL Helping Ukraine
ing with a thaw in the religious climate and the rest of Eastern Europe will
to the surfacing of Ukrainian symbols guarantee peace more than anything
else.
on the streets of Ukraine.
Give peace a chance, write to your
All this is causing a change in our
relationship with Ukraine. Presently we congressman and senators.
seem to be observing the emergence of
Roman G. Golash
what appears to be a horizontal
vice-president
relationship with Ukraine. On one
Ukrainian
American
Justice Committee
plane we have those in the diaspora who
Chicago
align themselves with independenceminded Ukrainians in Ukraine, be–
lieving that an independent Ukraine will
be an economically successful Ukraine.
On another plane we have those in the The Ukrainian Weekly welcomes letters
diaspora and, m Ukraine, who are to the editor. Letters should be typed
willing to believe Mikhail Gorbachev, (double-spaced) and signed; they must
and, thus cooperate with the official be originals, not photocopies. The dayrepresentatives of the Ukrainian SSR. time phone number and address of the
independence, in this instance, becomes letter-writer must be given for verifica–
less pressing, while economic progress tion purposes, Anonymous letters or
takes on more importance. To realize letters signed by fictitious persons will
this the diaspora is being drawn into this not be published, Please keep letters
concise and to the point.
revitalization process.

Aid to Ukraine,
Eastern Europe

vOAf Radio Kiev "radio bridge1
openly debates role of religion
their former churches from the Russian
Orthodox Church, in many instances
this procedure has simply involved
ostensibly Russian Orthodox clergy
and congregations declaring their rever–
sion to Catholicism.
Prof. Rudnytzky retorted that ac–
cording to ivan Gel and Stepan Khmara
— two members of the Committee for
the Defense of the Ukrainian Catholic
Church in Ukraine — the stories of
intimidation were fabrications. Moreover, the Catholics were simply reclaim–
ing property that had been confiscated
by the Russian Orthodox Church in
1946 when the real acts of violence had
been perpetrated against them by the
Soviet authorities. Prof. Rudnytzky's
claim was corroborated by Prof. Boh–
dan Bociurkiw of Carleton University,
in reply, Bishop ionafan expressed
doubts over the credibility of their
sources.
This in turn prompted Prof. Rudnyt–
sky to state that the apparent ignorance
of basic historical facts demonstrated
the need to address issues of substance
rather than indulging in further ser–
monizing. "Dialogue must be based on
truth," he said. "We can't forget the
past, but we must come to terms with
it." Nevertheless, the discussion ended
with the participants returning to the
familiar and less controversial topic of
the guiding principles for reconcilia–
tion.
it would, of course, have been unrea–
listic to have expected much more from
what was, after all, the first discussion
of its kind. Moreover, serious negotia–
tions are not pursued through the
media. The full recognition of the
Ukrainian Catholic Church will require
much complex negotiating between the
Soviet government, the Russian Ortho–
dox Church, the vatican, and, of
course, representatives of both the
hierarchy and laity of the Ukrainian
Catholic Church itself. The question of
the restitution of confiscated Ukrainian
Catholic property may prove particu–
larly difficult to resolve.
The significance of the radio-bridge
discussion was largely symbolic, it dealt
with what are usually referred to as
"atmospherics." Nevertheless, to the
extent that symbolism influences per–
ception, the program represented a
positive development in the relationship between historically antagonistic
Churches. Moreover, by openly debating the role of religion in Ukrainian
society the participants not only reaffirmed the indomitability of the
human spirit under repression, but also
revealed that, given the opportunity,
Markian Bilynsky is research coordi– even the most controversial issues can
nator at St. Sophia Religious Research and should become the subject of
institute in Washington.
reasoned public debate.
by Markian Bilynsky

Last December's vatican meeting
between Soviet President Mikhail
Gorbachev and Pope John Paul 11 gave
further impetus to the debate concern–
ing the role of religion in Mikhail
Gorbachev's perestroika of Soviet
society.
On December 15, 1989, the voice of
America and Radio Kiev contributed
their piece to the discussion by creating
a "radio bridge" for a 90-minute debate
on the role of religion in Ukrainian
society. The panelists on both sides
consisted of clergy and laity represent–
ing all the major Ukrainian religious
denominations.
ironically, although most of the
discussion focused on the continuing
reluctance of the Soviet political autho–
ries to fully recognize the Ukrainian
Catholic Church, no representative of
the Church was present in Kiev to
present its view of current develop–
ments.
All the discussants concurred in the
view that religion was an indispensable
element. in the creation of a just society.
They agreed that observing Christian
norms such as mutual tolerance and
respect was necessary to overcome the
abiding animosity and distrust between
the Russian Orthodox Church and the
Ukrainian Catholic and Orthodox
Churches. There was also agreement
that the incipient Soviet move toward
the legal guaranteeing of freedom of
conscience must be universally respect–
ed. However, this consensus did not
endure once the debate turned to
substantive issues.
The clearest example of the gulf still
separating the two sides occurred when
Prof. Leonid Rudnytzky of La Salle
University opined that for tolerance and
respect to flourish, the Russian Ortho–
dox Church would have to honestly reappraise its role in the supression of the
Ukrainian Churches, and "admit past
errors and mistakes..."
Bishop ionafan of the Russian Ortho–
dox Church's Ukrainian Exarchate
replied by questioning how Prof. Rud–
nytzky could reconcile his advocacy of
tolerance with the fact that Ukrainian
Catholics in Ukraine were currently
seizing Orthodox property. He also
claimed that Ukrainian Catholics were
physically intimidating Orthodox faith–
ful into changing their denominational
allegiance, thereby abusing their rights.
The bishop was referring to the welldocumented fact that Ukrainian Catho–
lics are currently reclaiming en masse

NOTICE TO PUBLISHERS
AND AUTHORS
it is The Ukrainian Weekly's policy to run news items andlor reviews і
of newly published books, booklets and reprints, as well as records j
and premiere issues of periodicals, only after receipt by the editorial І
offices of a copy of the material in question.
News items sent without a copy of the new release will not be
published.
Send new releases and information (where publication may be purchased, cost, etc) to: The Editor, The Ukrainian Weekly, 30 Montgo–
mery St., Jersey City, N.J. 07302
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"The Rumor of Pavel and Paali": Ukrainian folktale discovered
by lrena Kowal
NEW YORK - The Ukrainian reader is well
acquainted with ancient folktale myths in which one
brother is pitted against another in conflict over land
and possessions, variations on the themes of greed
and exploitation are especially common in the works of
19th century Ukrainian authors ivan Franko, Panas
Myrny, Marko vovchok, ivan Nechuy-Levytsky.
However, when 1 was browsing in the children's
section of a Cape Cod library during a rainy afternoon
this past summer, and picked up just such a story,
titled "The ,Rumor of Pavel and Paali, a Ukrainian
Folktale," 1 was surprised, then delighted.
"The Rumor of Pavel and Paali,"adapted by Carole
Kismaric, illustrated by Ms. Kismaric's husband,
Charles Mikolaycak, and published by Harper and
Row, is a children's book depicting the lives of the
twin brothers, Pavel and Paali. (The names Pavel and
Paali have been chosen by the illustrator solely for the
aesthetic composition of the letters.) Pavel grows up to
be a cruel and stingy young man and Paali retains his
kind and generous spirit as well as a naive, vulnerable
outlook on the world.
Paali is of the opinion that "though life can be hard,
it is certainly better to do good than evil." Pavel
disagrees and believes that it is "only through cunning
and deception that things get done." The brothers
agree to a wager, if the first three people they meet
agree with Paali, Pavel will lose everything he owns.
But if Pavel is right, Paali will have to relinquish all his
possessions to his twin.
To Paali's disbelief and distress, the farm worker,
merchant and magistrate whom they run across all
agree that "there is nothing gained by being honest"
and that "cleverness and cunning impress us these days
above the plain truth." Consequently, the greedy Pavel
wins the bet and proceeds to take the wealth Paali and
his wife have worked a lifetime to accumulate.
Weeks later, when hunger forces Paali to beg his
brother for a small amount of grain, Pavel exacts a
terrible price. He asks Paali to take out one of his eyes;
when Paali returns to beg for food again, Pavel
demands that he gouge out his other eye. The tale ends
with an ironic twist of fate. Paali's luck turns and his
generosity leads him to share the source of his good
fortune with Pavel. Anxious to benefit from the same
spring of Paali's newly acquired wealth, Pavel is led to
his horrifying end.
Charles Micolaycak, the illustrator of the tale, is a
prolific, well-known illustrator of over 60 books for
children. Until recently, he was also an art instructor at
Syracuse University, in 1987 he received the Kerlan
Award from the University of Minnesota libraries in
recognition of his contribution to children's literature.
Mr. Mikolaycak donates the original illustrations of
all his books to the Kerlan Collection, a research
facility of the University of Minnesota for book
illustration.
in 1988 "The Rumor of Pavel and Paali" was
awarded the Best Book of the Year by Parents
Magazine. Many of Mr. Mikolaycak's books are
American Libraries Association notables, have been
given numerous awards and placed on "best of the
magazine and newspaper lists.
Mr. Mikolaycak has illustrated stories based on
Biblical themes which include the popular "1 Am
Joseph," "A Child is Born: The Christmas Story," "He
is Risen: the Easter Story" and "Exodus."
His Biblical portrayals are far from the conven–
tional, flat illustrations used to draw a moral lesson,
instead, they are vivid, three-dimensional interpreta–
tions of Biblical characters which reflect an individual
approach and express a range of human emotions.
For example, in the book, "He is Risen: the Easter
Story," Mr. Mikolaycak is not so much interested in
the story of the Resurrection as "in the road a human
being had to take - the torture, punishment ^– in
order to be saved. І wanted to tell the viewer about
pain and darkness and suffering and just being."
Mr. Mikolaycak has also illustrated a host of
international fairy tales which include Norse, Polish
and Russian tales. Among his most popular tales are
"Babushka," "Peter and the Wolf," and the recently
published, "A Gift from St. Nicholas."
Having become somewhat acquainted with Mr.
Mikolaycak's impressive body of work, 1 arrive at the
Mikolaycak-Ksmaric apartment in upper Manhattan
and am greeted by a man with Slavic features and a
warm smile. Mr. Mikolaycak's parents are second
generation, his father is Polish and his mother,
Ukrainian.
His aunt "Мате," who lived next door during his

The cover of the book, "The Rumor of Pavel and Paali," and an illustration, both by Charles Mikolay chak.
childhood years in Scranton, Pa., preserved the Ukrai–
nian traditions with which Charles grew up: "1 was
brought up in two cultures and we celebrated two
Christmases, two Easters. We were the only house on
the block that kept our Christmas tree up way into
January. By making Ukrainian Easter eggs and watch–
ing my aunt make them, 1 became aware of the process
of color separation when 1 was a little kid."
"How did you happen to find the story of Pavel and
Paali?" І ask.
"in a collection of fairy tales from the Soviet
Union," he replies. "1 picked up a story which was
incredibly simple, it wasnt embroidered enough for
me, so 1 started playing with it. І was drawn to the
theatrical nature of the story, the opposition of good
and evil which made for visually dramatic material."
"When 1 gave the story to an editor, he said, 'No
way.' Fairy tales weren't fashionable in the late 60s
and, secondly, the story was too violent, the scenes
too gory. Years went by, 1 did other books. Another
editor asked me if there was anything 1 wanted to do. І
pulled the Pavel and Paali story out and said to my
wife, 'let's go to work on it.' My editor still had a
problem with the goriness. So 1 took my finished
illustrations, in slide form, to a fourth-grade class to
get children's reactions. When 1 got to Paali's gouging
his eyes out, the children were so wrapped up in the
events that they rooted for the wounded brother and
hoped he would get his revenge. Then 1 knew this was a
true reaction since that is how 1 would have felt as a
child."
Mr. Mikolaycak points to his editor's shying away

from the "violent" episodes in the Ukrainian tale as
ironic in light of contemporary values: "The violence
which bombards us on television, in the movies, and
newspapers has far greater repurcussions. And what
about the aggressiveness of advertising? Г т assaulted
by that kind of violence."
The practice of gouging eyes is an ancient punish–
ment. Byzantine emperors chose to blind their
adversaries rather than murder them. And according
to the chronicler Nestor, the princes of Rus' made use
of the nasty practice in their dynastic feuding. As in
Shakespeare's "King Lear," the punishment in the
Pavel and Paali tale is symbolic of cruelty and never
intrudes to visually and deliberately shock.
Mr. Mikolaycak sees the distinction between the
nature of evil a child encounters in the world of myth
and fairy tales and the arbitrary violence he encoun–
ters in daily life as significant in understanding the
value of literature.
"When you meet an evil spirit or a witch in a fairy
tale, it's a healthy kind of fright because deep down
you know you're not going to meet that spirit on the
street. But if there's a nasty drug dealer in the story
who can harm you, there's a good possibility you may
meet him on the street, in a story when an evil conjurer
has the power to turn you into a toad, you appreciate
the horror for what it's supposed to do," explains Mr.
Mikolaycak.
As a small boy growing up in Scranton, he
developed a love for drawing illustrations for stories.
His father would stop by the local bus company on his
(Continued on page 14)

illustrator Charles Mikolaycak at work.
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New York director Tkacz experiments with diaries and dreams
by Marta Kolomayets
NEW YORK - in an article titled "Les Kurbas and
the Actors of the Berezil Artistic Association in Kiev,"
published in the journal Theatre History Studies,
1988, New York-based theater director virlana Tkacz
writes:
"Today on the verge of the 21st century, an
American theater professional is often faced with a
decision of working in either a theater that is still
caught in the 19th century concepts of linear time and
space or a theater that boasts about the inscrutability
of its beautiful private images and its complete tyranny
over actors. Today young artists still dream of a
theater that would be driven by a theory of perfor–
mance, a theater of experiment that would dare to
demand that all involved be thinking artists who could
create images. Today Kurbas and the Berezil seem
more like a vision for the future than one from the
past."
And it is this kind of vision that Ms. Tkacz wants to
bring to life in a workshop this March at La Mama
Experimental Theater which will evolve into an
experimental theater production in October, A
Kurbas scholar and a self-described "Kurbas fanatic,"
Ms. Tkacz, in post-modern style, wants to introduce a
broader audience to the traditions of this Ukrainian
avant-garde theater director who revolutionized
theater in Ukraine, perfecting a rigorous system for the
intellectual and technical training of actors, en–
couraging them to think independently.
Using the diaries of Les Kurbas as her plot line, Ms.
Tkacz in her workshop, titled "A light from the East,
A Docu-Dream of a TTieater Collective," incorporates
poetry by Taras Shevchenko and Pavlo Tychyna,
memoirs of Kurbas' actors, as well as the dreams
and obsessions of the actors participating in this
theatrical experience.
"Гт not sure a person would see our play if he read
the script," explained Ms. Tkacz, who sees this "Light
from the East" as a project in which all the players will
participate. "Every one of us can add something to this
play, drawing on our own experiences as well as the
historical and lyrical ones found in the material we
use," she added.
There will be also be plenty of historical informa–
tion, which will introduce audience to the world of Les
Kurbas. "i've even toyed with the idea of beginning the
play as if the audience has come to one of my lectures
about Kurbas, and then being interrupted by the
actors." The actors she refers to are the ones playing
actors who participated in a journey through Ukrai–
nian provinces from Kiev with Les Kurbas in 19201921. Excerpting entries from the Kurbas diaries, (it
was during this time he found the focus of his art), his
actors set out in search of what theater really is. And,
(follow closely), what they discover is what they need to
do is discover what they want to do, and what they
want to do they find inside themselves.
Thus, a physical journey becomes an inner journey,
and the actors learn to listen to their inner voices. For
this reflection Ms. Tkacz has delved into the staging of
poetry. One of her most interesting projects developed
in the summer of 1989 when she directed a theater
workshop on Les Kurbas, staging ShevchenkoY
lyrical poem, "The Sky is Unwashed," as a perfor–
mance piece using music, sound, drawing and dancelike movement.
Because of the inspiring response to this piece from
both the audience and the actors Ms. Tkacz became
fascinated with the idea of using language as a soundtrack for a performance piece, in this case, she will be
using two languages, Ukrainian and English.
The actors will bring to life the poetry, in English
translation, and the original poetry in Ukrainian will
be presented on tape.
"1 believe that the essentially bilingual nature of the
performances will open our material to a broader
audience, it will reveal the power and beauty of
Shevchenko's and Tychyna's verse to those with no
previous exposure. At the same time it will allow those
familiar with it to see it in a new and different light.
Kurbas's thoughts on nature and creativity, which
originally inspired the concept of this production, will
be presented and will also serve as the guiding
method," interpreted Ms. Tkacz.
And because the subject matter is so close to her
heart, Ms. Tkacz has assembled a troupe of theater
support staff (composer, costume designer, set and
light designer and translator) — a kind of family —
which has often worked with her in past productions.
Watoku Ueno, her husband and the production's set
and light designer, Carol Pelletier, a costume designer
of experimental and international off-Broadway

Les Kurbas
theater, are co-workers at La Mama E.T.C., a national stood upstage and swayed like reeds near our horizon
and international center that draws new directors and line. І dressed them in simple white tunics with
writers from around the world to its space in New Japanese brush style reeds painted on them. Shev–
York's Lower East Side. They are creating the visual chenko's poetry had transcended the language barrier.
atmosphere for the new workshops.
His sounds fed our visual images."
Here, in New York City, in the world of theater,
Composer Roman Hurko, who will create music for
where the issues of economics and egomania don4 this March workshop, is a native of Canada and a
allow people to stay together, to affiliate artistically, graduate of the University of Toronto in music. He has
La Mama has a reputation Ms. Tkacz describers, as spent the last four years working in opera and
"a place like no other."
currently is the staff assistant director for the
"Ellen Stewart, our founder allowed us the Canadian Opera Company. He also has worked
opportunity to converge, artists on all different levels extensively as an actor, director and conductor in
taking risks," she added, it is here that rewards are Toronto's Ukrainian theatres, both with MUZA and
measured in applause, sensations, laughter, words and the Avant Garde Ukrainian Theatre.
praise.
For the March production, Ms. Tkacz has chosen
Currently one group of artists that has worked actors: Jason Bauer, Sean Eden, Amy Grapell,
together in the family-like atmosphere of La Mama Timothy Greer, Jessica Hecht, Peter McCabe and
has found ties that bind them even more closely. For
Rebecca Moore.
within the family that is La Mama, this troupe, with
The workshop performances will be offered March
initiator virlana Tkacz, have given birth to a more 9-11 at La Mama First Street Workshop, in New York
immediate family, whose works wants to concentrate
For Ms. Tkacz, who has won critical acclaim for
on theater in Eastern Europe, and in the future, theater
directing productions such as irwiynski's "An Altar to
from the East.
Himself,"
"Return of the Native, which was presented
They have adopted the name "Yara Artistic Group,"
(the name means "born in the spring") and though they at the Tucano Arts Festival in Rio De Janiero, and
"Three Moons" by Tino Juarez, this workshop, which
continue to be affiliated with La Mama, they feel that
this new workshop project has "pushed them into has at its root the theater of Les Kurbas, complete with
her
interpretations and a post-modernist approach,
something new, discovering a need, much like the one
has a special meaning. For, it is the first time she is
Kurbas had - to define themselves," said Ms. Tkacz
introducing a broader audience to the world of Les
Among the members are poet performer Wanda
Kurbas. The Columbia University graduate, whose
Phipps, who worked with Ms. Tkacz on the transla–
master's thesis examined the early work of the
tions used in the workshop. The poetry editor for The
Ukrainian director, says she often hears the voice of
New York City Poetry Calendar, she has also served as
Les Kurbas. "The way he talks to me, he could be of
the dramaturg for both the workshop production and
the
1990s;' she says.
the full staged production of "An Altar to Himself,"
And Ms. Tkacz hopes her audience will feel the
which was directed by Ms. Tkacz and received praise
from village voice and Downtown theater reviewers. same way.
Mr. Ueno, who has been working in experimental
theater for the last eight years has always searched for
new expressions in theater. He is no stranger to
Ukrainian works; for the past two years he has
designed the sets and lights for the productions which
arose out of the theater workshops at the Ukrainian
institute at the Harvard Summer School.
Ms. Pelletier, has also worked closely with Ms.
Tkacz at both the Harvard summer courses and at La
Mama. Of her experiences with Ukrainian produc–
tions she has said:
"in 1989, virlana wanted to stage some poetry by
Taras Shevchenko and that had me stumped. І had
read virlana's translations of the poetry and had no
idea how to visually help the audience understand the
feeling of the poetry. Hearing Shevchenko's "The Sky
is Unwashed..." in Ukrainian at the workshop
provided me with the understanding 1 had missed.
"in Ukrainian 1 heard the rushes bend in the wind.
Watoku Ueno, the set designer, and 1 had our image:
the simple line of the horizon and the simple strokes of
reeds in the wind. Watoku made a stark white handmade paper background on which two performers
painted a black horizon line during the performance,
virlana had divided the performers who delivered the
text of the poem into two groups. One group sat
downstage, at first taunting nature, then trying to
Yirlana Tkacz
contact it. І put them in dark colors. The second group
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Ukrainian independence Day commemorations — January 22, 7990
Rochester, N.Y.
Morris County, N.J.
WH1PPANY, N.J. - Morris County
Ukrainians gathered at St. John's
Ukrainian Catholic Church hall here on
Sunday, January 28, to celebrate the
72nd anniversary of the re-establish–
ment of Ukraine's independence and the
71st anniversary of the Act of Union
that reunified all Ukrainian lands into
one Ukrainian National Republic.
The keynote speaker of the program
was Olha Horyn, an activist in the
Committee for the Defense of the
Ukrainian Catholic Church based in
Lviv, who arrived in the United States in
mid-December for medical treatment.
Mrs. Horyn sounded a hopeful note
when she told her audience of approxi–
mately 150 persons that perhaps Ukrai–
nians will soon be celebrating true
independence of their country.
She especially emphasized that those
who say independence for the consti–
tuent republics of the USSR will create
disintegration, chaos and violence are
gravely mistaken, it is when nations do
not have independence and are subju–
gated by others that there is a serious
danger to world stability, she noted.
Another speaker at the Ukrainian
independence Day program was Boz–
hena Olshaniwsky, president of Ameri–
cans for Human Rights in Ukraine, who
spoke of how Ukrainian Americans can
help their brethen in Ukraine.
Dr, Walter Baziuk, president of the
Ukrainian Congress Committee of
America, Morris County Branch, noted
that the afternoon program was being
held in honor of both those who
struggled for Ukraine's independence in
1918-1919 and those who do so today.
The program included a performance
by the Trembita Chorus, under the
direction of Raphael Wenke,and recita–
tions by siblings Katrusia and John
Moroz-Smith.
The Ukrainian independence com–
memoration was co-sponsored by the

by Marta Shmigel
ROCHESTER, N.Y. - The Ukrai–
nian community of Rochester in a show
of solidarity with the formation of a
human chain from Kiev to Lviv, U–
kraine, on Sunday, January 21, comme–
morated the anniversary of the procla–
mation of Ukrainian independence with
a concert. The following day, January
22, a proclamation in observance of
Ukrainian independence Day was
issued in the City Hall Council Cham–
ber.
in conjunction with these events, the
community honored Rep. Louise M.
Slaughter (D-N.Y.), and two former
Ukrainian prisoners of conscience,
Olha Horyn and Yosyp Terelia.
Mrs. Horyn, a resident of Lviv,
Ukraine, met for the first time with Rep.
Slaughter, who had expedited her trip
to the United States for medical treat–
ment, intervening on her behalf with
Soviet President Mikhail Gorbachev.
Speaking through an interpreter during
a private half-hour meeting preceeding
a press conference, Mrs. Horyn and
Rep. Slaughter discussed a range of
topics, both personal as well as current
events in Ukraine. Mrs. Horyn reite–
rated one theme throughout the meet–
ing: that without Ukrainian autonomy,
there can be no real stability or peace in
Eastern Europe.
і Hadzewycz

Olha Horyn addresses Ukrainian in–
dependence Day program in Whippany,
N J.
Morris County UCCA and Branch 61
of the Ukrainian National Women's
League of America, which is based in
Whippany.
The UNWLA branch presented Mrs.
Horyn with a bouquet of roses and a
gift.

Elmira, N.Y.
ELM1RA, N.Y. - Ukrainian inde–
pendence Day was initiated here by the
Elmira chapter of Ukrainian Congress
Committee of America (UCCA).
On January 16, the Ukrainian delega–
tion, led by Paul Nimec, president of
Elmira UCCA chapter, attended the
Elmira City Council meeting where
Mayor James Hare read and issued the
Ukrainian independence Day procla–
mation.
St. Nicholas Ukrainian Catholic
Church choir, directed by Michael Sky,
sang a medley of Ukrainian patriotic
songs for all who were assembled at the
City Council meeting. The Ukrainian
flag was flown over City Hall the ent ire
week of January 22.
.The same ceremony took place Ja–
nuary 18 at the Elmira Heights village
Hall, where Mayor Gordon Brink read
and presented the Ukrainian indepen–
dence proclamation, The church choir
repeated its performance for the village
trustees and the public. Both mayors
lauded the Ukrainian community for its
efforts and civic pride.
The main celebration of Ukrainian
independence Day took place Sunday,
January 28, The day began with a 10
a.m. solemn liturgy for the Ukrainian
nation celebrated by the Rev, George
Lukachyk. His sermons in Ukrainian
and English were very inspirational and
appropriate for the occasion.
At 11:30 a.m. the procession led the
congregation across the street to the
Taras Shevchenko monument. After a
wreath was placed at the foot of the

monument, the Catholic War veterans'
honor guard raised the American and
Ukrainian flags and the respective
national anthems were sung by all
present.
The public then assembled in the
beautifully decorated church annex.
Mr. Nimec, Elmira chapter president,
welcomed all present and then asked
them to stand and sing the "StarSpangled Banner"and "Lord, Hear Our
N.Y., gave the main address in both
He then turned the program over to
John Waschezyn, Elmira chapter secre–
tary, member of ceremonies. St. Nicho–
las Ukrainian Catholic Church Choir
gave a short concert before and after the
dinner.
Following the delicious Ukrainian
dinner, prepared and served by the
ladies and men of the parish, Mr.
Waschezyn introduced and called upon
County Executive Robert Densberger,
Elmira Mayor Hare and Elmira Heights
Mayor Brink to read their proclama–
tions and address the public.
Dr. Zenon Karpyszyn, young Ukrai–
nian American activist from Syracuse,
N.Y., gave the main address in both
Ukrainian and English.
in conclusion, Mr. Nimec thanked all
for their participation and efforts in
making this a memorable event. Then
he asked all to stand to sing the Ukrai–
nian national anthem, "Shche Ne
vmeria Ukraina,"
Tlie Elmira Star-Gazette and The
Corning Leader sent reporters to cover
this event.

The Rochester affiliate of Americans
for Human Rights in Ukraine invited
Mrs. Horyn to meet Rep. Slaughter and
participate in the presentation of the
National AHRU Humanitarian Award
to the 30th District representative.
Despite years of oppression which
brought physical and spiritual destruc–
tion to the Ukrainian people, today in
Ukraine there is a renewed peaceful
struggle toward human and religious
rights, as well as national autonomy.
This struggle has received support and
has been brought to the attention of the
free world by human rights groups and
public officials. Rep. Slaughter is a firm
advocate of human rights and believes
that the cornerstones of peace are the
human and national rights of all people.
From the beginning of her Congres–
sional tenure in 1986, she has taken a
personal interest in the plight of human
rights activists, especially the impri–
soned members of the Ukrainian Hel–
sinki Group.
She sponsored legislation appealing
for the release of all prisoners of
conscience from the infamous Soviet
"death camp" No. 36; 1 in the Ural

mountains, appealed for the legaliza–
tion of all Ukrainian Churches and
sponsored legislation commemorating
the Millennium of Christianity in
Ukraine.
Rep. Slaughter personally intervened
on behalf of Danylo Shumuk, Mykola
and Raisa Rudenko, Yosyp Terelia and
most recently, Mrs. Horyn. She has
always made a point to meet with each
of them personally upon their arrival in
the U.S. Rep. Slaughter frequently
speaks of Mr. Shumuk as having affect–
ed her most deeply: "his frail physical
appearance belies the intensity of his
spiritual strength and determination."
in her acceptance remarks, Rep.
Slaughter noted: "in 1918, the people
of Ukraine took advantage of a
changing political climate to declare
their independence. "Seventy-two years
later, it is a dream that remains unful–
filled. Hope gave way to years of
oppression, characterized by imprison–
ment or harsh treatment of dissidents.
Ukrainians in the Soviet Union have
been deprived the right to openly
practice their chosen religions and were
discouraged from preserving their
language and history."
"Today, as we observe Ukrainian
independence Day 1990, there is reason
to celebrate," she continued, "in the last
year we have seen the world change
before our eyes.
The iron Curtain that for decades
separated the free world from the
Communist sphere of influence has
been torn down. Taking its place is a
movement toward democratic reform. ...
"The time has come to make up for
the years of broken promises, the
attempts to force conformity and sup–
pression of Ukrainian culture. Mr.
Gorbachev has the opportunity to make
amends and to finally acknowledge the
right of Ukrainian and other nationali–
ties within the Soviet Union to govern
themselves, to practice their religions,
and to preserve their culture."
At the conclusion of the AHRU
award presentation by valentina Ma–
kohon and Roman Trach, Mrs. Horyn
presented Rep. Slaughter with a carved
eagle and extended a personal invita–
tion for her to visit Ukraine.
The event received coverage from all
three television stations, and an extend–
ed article appeared about Mrs. Horyn in
the Times-Union on Tuesday, January
23, with additional articles in the
irondequoit Press and The Brockport
Post.

Olha Horyn (center) is seen with (from left) Robert Slaughter, valentine Mukohon,
Rep. Louise Slaughter and Marta,Shmigei. v
,
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Ukrainian independence Day commemorations Chicago
by Luke Kostelyna
CH1CAGO - in January, the Ukrai–
nian community of metropolitan Chi–
cago commemorated the anniversaries
of two joyous events: the proclamation
of Ukrainian independence in 1918, and
the unification of Ukrainian lands in
1919.
On Friday, January 19, in the pre–
sence of the City Council and represen–
tatives of the Ukrainian Congress
Committee of America, Mayor Richard
M. Daley signed a proclamation de–
signating January 22 as Ukrainian
independence Day in Chicago.
The official commemoration com–
menced at noon on Sunday, January 21,
in the courtyard of Ss. volodymyr and
Olha Church, in addressing the wellattended gathering, Dr. Myroslaw
Charkewycz, president of the UCCAiffi–
nois Division, announced the spiritual
union with the Ukrainians, who at that
moment were forming the human chain
from Kiev to Lviv.
Roman Prypchan directed the raising
of the colors; Marijka Banach sang the
American anthem, which as followed by
the Ukrainian anthem. Stepan Golash,
a veteran of the Ukrainian insurgent
Army (UPA), officiated during the
ceremony, reading parts of the Fourth
Universal.
Leo Kazaniwsky read Gov. James
Thompson's proclamation, which was
followed by State Sen. Walter Dudycz's
reading of the illinois Senate Revolu–
tion. The outdoor event was concluded
with the benediction delivered by the
Rev. Stepan Zenchukh.
The commemoration continued with
a banquet, held at the Ukrainian Cul–
tural Center. After Dr. Charkewycz's
greeting to the 500 attendees, Orest
Baranyk, the master of ceremonies,
proceeded to introduce the year's man
of the year, Rep. Don Ritter.
Rep. Ritter (R-Pa.), as the co-chair of
the Ad Hoc Committee on the Baltic
States and Ukraine, and the ranking
Republican on the Helsinki Commis–
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Rep. Don Ritter...
sion, has championed the Ukrainian
cause in Congress for many years.
in his acceptance speech, Mr. Ritter
thanked the UCCA for the award, and
promised to continue his fight for
Ukraine's rights. His forthrightness and
sincerity captured the hearts of the
audience. Particularly moving was his
lighting of a memorial candle for recent
victims of Soviet repression: vasyl Stus,
Alia Horska, et. al.
The next speaker, Jim Edgar, illinois
secretary of state, received a warm
ovation for his comments regarding the
role the U.S. must play in helping
achieve freedom for all nations.
The keynote address was delivered by
Askold Lozynsky, UCCA vice-presi–
dent. in a very informative dissertation,
he traced the policies of the West vis-avis Ukraine from 1918 to the present
day. Citing numerous sources, it be–
came evident from his presentation that
despite the fact that the West espouses
freedom and democracy, it is willing to
compromise Ukrainian independence
when suitable.
After the address, baritone Jarema
Cisaruk sang three Ukrainian songs.
He was accompanied on the piano by
Orysia Pokorna.
As in the past years, three individuals
were then presented with the UCCA
Achievement Award: Olya Fedak,
Andrij Koziak and Dr. Alexander
Farion.
in addition, Dr. Myroslav Malecky,
president of the Brotherhood of the 1st
Division, presented the Golden Cross
Award to Bishop innocent Lotocky, the
Rev. Marian Butrynsky, and Julian
Kulas. Former Division members B.
Kashuba, R. Prypchan, S. Strilchuk, J.
Chornij and 6 . Farion were also
honored.
With the benediction delivered by
Pastor Olexa Harbuziuk and the sing–
ing of"Bozhe velykyi,"the banquet was
concluded. The next day, Bishop Lo–
tocky offered a moleben for the Ukrai–
nian nation.

During the Man of the Year award ceremonies (from left) are Bishop innocent
Lotocky (seated), Orest Baranyk, Rep. Don Ritter and Dr. Myroslaw Charkewycz.

(Continued from page 6)
leaders in the United States who have
stood by prudent national defense and
activist human rights policies.
This is, to some degree, unfortunate.
The cauldron is still boiling, and it
would be folly to abandon prematurely
those policies which have brought
siaccess. Also, much of the credit for the
ШЬгІс changes that are now taking
place in the Communist world should
go to the brave men and women whose
spirits could not be crushed by Soviet
jackboot, tank tread, or gulag. І am
speaking of people in Ukraine, Hun–
gary, Czechoslovakia, Poland, Ro–
mania, the Baltic States and in Russia
itself.
І give credit to people like you in the
United States who, despite being pejo–
ratively branded "cold warriors" and
"right-wing emigres," steadfastly stood
behind the foreign policy and Ameri–
can political leadership - yours truly
proudly included - that denied com–
munism its expansionist aims and
forced it to look inward at the econo–
mic, social and cultural disaster it had
wrought at home.
Our flying the Captive Nations ban–
ners — despite the derision 6f a leftleaning intelligentsia bent on recog–
nizing the Soviet Union as a real nation,
a real country, which it never was turned out to be morally right. And
proved to be historically correct. Sadly,
some of our brightest lights used the
terms "Soviet Union" and "Russia"
interchangeably — for decades. How
wrong they turned out to be.
How right Lev Dobriansky turned
out to be. Ladies and gentlemen, we
hear a lot about Japan's economic and
industrial success. Yes, they export
vCRs, CD players and Toyotas. But
only the USA had the vision and the
resolve to export freedom - 1 mean
you!
The bipartisan Helsinki Commission,
on which 1 serve as the ranking Republi–
can member, has been at the forefront
of the battle for human rights and selfdetermination for the people of U–
kraine. The commission has repeatedly
spoken out against the violation of
human rights in Ukraine and the suffer–
ing of those citizens who have served on
the Ukrainian Helsinki Monitoring
Group. Over the years 1 have had the
opportunity and the honor to meet with
many of these brave individuals. Some
of them, as you know, are now candi–
dates for the March 4 elections to the
Ukrainian SSR Supreme Soviet.
in November of 1988,1 helped lead a
commission delegation to the Soviet
Union where we met with officials in the
Supreme Soviet on the issue of law and
human rights. At these meetings we
brought together both Soviet govern–
ment officials and "unofficial group"
activists, including Ukrainian Catholic
Church Bishop Pavlo vasylyk, Ukrai–
nian Helsinki Union activist and former
15-year political prisoner vyacheslav
Chornovil, and 15 other Ukrainian
activists. How those people suffered for
their beliefs, for truth, for humanity, for
Ukraine.
To me personally, people like Chor–
novil, the Horyns - Mykhailo and
Bohdan, the bishop and so many others
are magnificent heroes, men of an
epoch. To Ukraine they are men of the
century — immortalized by history,
imagine: the jailed and the repressed
facing their jailors and repressors across the dinner table.
in my role as co-chairman of the
Congressional Ad Hoc Committee on

the Baltic States and Ukraine, 1 coauthored a letter to Mikhail Gorbachev
that was signed by 75 other members of
Congress, in the letter, 1 urged Gorba–
chev — before his meeting with the pope
- to legalize the Ukrainian Catholic
Church and restore its confiscated
property and assets. As a result of their
meeting, individual Ukrainian Catholic
congregations will be allowed to register
with the authorities. But this is only a
first step for the Soviet authorities, and
much more needs to be done to fully
legalize the Church and allow it to
function as it should.
Nevertheless, imagine the leader of
the USSR - which in all likelihood
organized the assassination attempt on
the life of the Polish pope - meeting
with him to discuss religious freedom
for Ukrainian Catholics.
What a year!
in addition to human rights, Principle
vill of the Helsinki Final Act upholds
the right of self-determination, it is the
Helsinki Commission's commitment to
support the right of the people of the
Soviet Union to determine their own
destiny. Therefore, we will be monitor–
ing closely the March 4 elections to the
Ukrainian SSR Supreme Soviet which can be a steppingstone to the
achievement of genuine self-determina–
tion.
Just as we have supported and upheld
human rights within the Helsinki process, so we must support the right of all
peoples to determine their own future.
This is consistent with our principles
and values as a nation and specific to my
role as U.S. congressman —and it is
mandated by Principle Y1H of the
Helsinki Final Act.
Just this week, 1 co-authored a letter
with Congressman Dennis Hertel and
Congressman Dave Bonior, to Secre–
tary of State James Baker requesting his
attention to opening an American
Consulate in Kiev, Ukraine -^ to esta–
blish a formal American diplomatic
presence there.
The time has come for us to go
forward on the Kiev Consulate.
We hope that movement towards
genuine selfKletermination takes place
in a peaceful and democratic manner.
Rukh, for example, has called for
political and economic sovereignty for
Ukraine - . in the words of chairman
ivan Drach, "a free independent U–
kraine as part of the union on the basis
of a new federal treaty."
Nobody wants to see Kiev or Lviv
turn into Tiananmen Square — or
Ukraine relive the horrible repressions
of its past.
But on the other hand, it is absolute–
ly essential that the United States and
the West not back away from the
principles for which we stand and for
which we fought throughout our history,
principles within the Helsinki process,
it must be made clear to the Soviets and
others that new repression will not be
tolerated - a heavy price will be paid.
І believe that the Bush administra–
tion, and the Western press, must be
more cautious about the Soviet govern–
ment's press claims that major military
actions in Armenia and Central Asia are
simply efforts to prevent "ethnic vio–
lence" and "restore order." With a
pretty sorry track record and virtually
zero Western press on the scene, we had
better be sure of what their definition of
"order" really is.
Only the peoples of the Soviet Union
themselves, including the Ukrainian
people, have the right to choose their
own system of government, it is our
obligation to support their right to
(Continued on page 13)
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Miamians...
(Continued from page 5)
ming on Eastern Europe for local public
television.
She was the Ukrainian representa–
tive to the American bicentennial activi–
ties for the City of Miami in 1976.
Between 1972 and 1983 she was the
Ukrainian representative to the Miami
international Folk Festival. She was the
coordinator of the international Folk
Festival in 1983 and chairperson of the
international Costume Festival for
seven years. Mrs. Hodivsky has two
children, Taras and Lesia. She also has
four grandchildren, Katya, ian, Zevin
and Taras Jr.
it was in the summer of 1949 that
Mrs. Hodivsky met Mr. Maksymowich
and his sister, Olga, and these three
enthusiastic people became the first
Ukrainian Dancers of Miami in the
early 1950s. Under their leadership the
group expanded and held practices and
performed for various community
festivals and Ukrainian American func–
tions.
By 1956, the Ukrainian dancers had

TORGSYN

acquired a permanent home, the Ukrai–
nian American Club. Because of this,
Mrs. Hodivsky and Mr. Maksymowich
were able to develop more dances,
expanding their repertoire and dance
company, and performing in manv
locations throughout Florida, at schools,
hospitals, retirement homes, hotels,
cruise ships, at viscaya and the Spanish
Monastery. They also performed at
festivals and for many private organiza–
tions and on educational programs for
public television.
By 1961, Kay and Taras recognized
the need to broaden the cultural expe–
rience of the local students and the
dance group sponsored the first two
students to attend the Ukrainian courses
at Soyuzivka. This practice continues
until today. An annual scholarship
dance is held which sponsors two
dancers to attend the Ukrainian dance
courses at Soyuzivka,the UNA estate.
Over the years the dance group has
traveled throughout central and south
Florida, and has attained visibility and
prominence through their appearances
in places such as Disney world's Epcot
Center in Orlando. They also received

ТОРГСИН

5542 Geary Blvd., San Francisco, CA 9 4 1 2 1

During the anniversary 1 reunion, The
Trio Maksymowich — Donna and
Karyn Maksymowich, and Hanya
Maksymowich-Lotocky -delighted all
with their performance of Ukrainian
songs. The McKay orchestra, a Ukrai–
nian local band, played for the dancing
pleasure of the guests.
Skits were performed by four genera–
tions of former Ukrainian Dancers of
Miami, it was evident from their perfor–
mances and from the distance that some
of the dancers traveled to get to this
affair, that the love they felt for Ukrai–
nian dance was still present. What was
also evident was the love and respect
which they all feel for the two honorees.
THE UNA BRANCH 125

Annual meeting - March 4, 1990 at noon.
St. Joseph's School, 5000 N. Cumberland. Please
come. Delegates to the UNA Convention will be
elected. - Gloria Paschen, Sec.

WE HAVE ALL THE ITEMS WHICH ARE VERY POPULAR I N THE USSR
THE LOWEST PRiCES 1N THE U.S.A. WE TAKE ORDERS OvER THE PHONE
!-ROM ANY C1TY 1N THE USA. OR FROM OTHER C0UNTR1ES.
WE SELL CARS FOR RELAWES 1N THE USSR.
WE 1RANSFERE MONEY. !NviTATlONS FROM 1SRAEL

TV-SETS
VCRS.
TELEPHONES
CAMCORDERS
voltage 1277220

national attention in several appea–
rances in the Junior Orange Bowl
Parade, with their Ukrainian floats,
which were televised nationwide by
NBC.
While Mrs. Hodivsky and Mr. Mak–
symowich continue as co-directors, in
more recent years they have had assis–
tance from Hanya Maksymowich–
Lotocky, Yurko McKay and currently
from Donna Maksymowich.

"

(415) 752-5546
(415) 752-5721
(415) 752-5721 (FAX)
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SHEEPSKIN COATS,
SPORT SUIT,
MAKE-UP K1TS,
LIPSTICK,
SOUVENIRS

0 AND vCR

RADIO EQUIPMENT
FC RUSSR
CO WPUTERS
WITH RUS SIAN KEYBOARD
Our store ships and delivers all kinds of radio
and electronic equipment to the USSR
with prepaid custom's fee or without it.

HOURS: Monday - Wednesday
Thursday - Saturday

VENEREAL

American Dermatology
Center

DISEASES

(212) 2471700

HAIR LOSS
COLLAGEN 1NJECT10NS
and

11:00-6:00
11:00-7:00

At the conclusion, the Ukrainian
Dancers of Miami performed for the
guests and honorees. Because of their
lifelong dedication and commitment to
promoting Ukrainian heritage, express–
ed through dance, Mrs. Hodivsky and
Mr. Maksymowich have made it pos–
sible for generations of children and
young adults of Ukrainian descent to
learn Ukrainian folk dancing and to
participate in maintaining their ethnic
heritage.

JACOB
BARAL, M.D.

SKIN
DISEASES
S K I N CANCER

R A m

Roman Shwed read and presented
the two directors with citations, memo–
randa and a plaque from: President
George Bush, Miami School Board,
Heritage Foundation, Mayor Xavier
Suarez of Miami, Mayor Clark from
Dade County, and from the Ukrainian
National Association.
At this time, donations — including
S200 from the UNA - were also pre–
sented to the Ukrainian Dancers of
Miami for their continued success.
Mr. Maksymowich thanked all pre–
sent for the honor that everyone be–
stowed upon them, and Mrs. Hodivsky
thanked everyone for their hard work in
preparing this gala affair and every–
one's help through the years, especially
to Mr. Maksymowich's wife, Anna, for
without her help and enthusiasm, things
would not have been the same; she was
always there, always helping, never
complaining.
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determine their own destiny, it is the
responsibility of the Helsinki Commis–
sion, and also of the Ukrainian Ame–
rican community, to continue to strive
toward fulfillment of the goals of the
Helsinki Accords - including the goal
of self-determination.
The unfolding decade may mark the
decentralization of the Soviet Union's
political and economic system — and
the independence of several of the
illegally annexed republics. Joyfully, we
are finally beginning to see the fruits of
our labor and, much more importantly,
the labor of all the Ukrainian patriots
who suffered for their homeland.
Now is not the time to relax our
vigilance but to intensify the efforts
which have brought success.

157 Second Avenue, New York, N. Y 10003
(212)254-8779
(800)535-5587
-

Glen Spey, N.Y.
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(Remarks during lighting of memorial candle.)
Now is the time to rekindle the
candles that So many of you kept
burning during long periods of dark–
ness.
As we commemorate the declaration
of Ukrainian independence, it is fitting
that we remember the Ukrainian pa–
triots who paid the ultimate price,
people like:
ь Alia Horska — artist and Ukrai–
nian cultural activist, murdered by the
KGB, 1969;
^ volodymyr ivasiuk — pop music
composer murdered by the KGB, 1979;
^ Yuri Lytvyn — Ukrainian Helsinki
monitor, died in Perm labor camp,
1984;
^ Уаіегу Marchenko — leading
Ukrainian activist, died in Perm labor
camp, 1984;
ь Oleksa Tykhy — Ukrainian Hel–
sinki Group co-founder, died in Perm
labor camp, 1984;
^ vasyl Stus — leading Ukrainian
poet and Ukrainian Helsinki monitor,
died in Perm labor camp, 1985.
May the memory of these, and millions of other nameless souls who have
paid with their lives for a glimpse of
freedom in Ukraine, remind us of the
value of freedom, and the still-inconv
plete task at hand. And, may our
candles forever burn brightly in their
memory.
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KRAKOW: Conference on topic 'Metropolitan Andrey Sheptytskyfcthe
Spiritual Culture of the Peoples of Eastern Europe Yesterday 8. Today" at
Krakow University. Sponsor - Polish Academy of Sciences.
Conference held under Sponsorship of his Excellency Bishop Basil
Losten.
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Ext. S . - 2 9 2 9 .

!!

Songs Y O U ' L L W A N T to s i n g

!!

To: K O B A S N I U K T R A V E L I N C .

Enclosed is 3250.00 per person

157 Second Avenue

СПІВАЙМО РАЗОМ
(LET'S S1NG TOGETHER)
THE MOST POPULAR
UKRAINIAN SONGS
Melody - Chords - Lyrics
Edited by Michael Koziupa
volume 1
volume 11

Tour Name:

Departing USA on .

NameXs:

:

Street
315.00
315.00

volume і s 11
SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY PRICE
(PURCHASED TOGETHER) S 2 0 . 0 0
Shipping 8 Handling - 32.00 per volume
METELYK PUBL1SH1NG CO.r 1NC.
1034 Sandford Avenue, lrvington, NJ 0 7 1 1 1
CHECKS or MONEY ORDERS ONLY

LAND P0RT10N DEP0S1T for 1990 TOUR

New York, N.Y. 1 0 0 0 3

Zip Code ..

City
Area Code (

S50.00

TOUR CREDIT BONUS

) Tel. No.

S50.00

This BONUS CRED1T t o be returned t o K0BASN1UK TRAvEL 1NC. together w i t h your 1990 Ukraine T o u r '
Registration coupon BEFORE February 28, 1990 f o r per person c r e d i t toward your f i n a l t o u r payment.
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Ukrainian background, his fondness for epics and folk
tales, and his grasp of theatre have served him well. He
has distilled his cultural experience and created a
(Continued from page 8)
way from work and pick up unused rolls of paper for kaleidoscope of brilliant, masterfully drawn scenes
which
assume a universal quality. Each page is a
his son to sketch on.
Mr. Mikolaycak has been sketching for 30 years collage of color and design in keeping with the feeling
now and looks at illustrating books as an art akin to of the text. The unusual feature of the book is that the
the theatre, which is his passion: "illustrating is not just text on each page is superimposed on a scene so that
technique or rendering a picture in pencil or water the reader is able to see what is happening at either end
color. І would gladly tell my students what size brushes of the page but must imagine what is happening
or pencils 1 use. it's a matter of posing character, behind the writing. This layout creates a complex
making dramatic use of body language, it involves the aesthetic which fuses pictures and words into a
sense of theatre. Set designing enters into it. Research cohesive whole.
As we wind down the interview, Mr. Mikolaycak
must be absorbed in the head and come out with ease,
in good theatre we realize the moon is an electric bulb: shares with me a part of the joy he feels in his work. "1
but the total effect makes us believe we are seeing feel myself incredibly lucky that 1 have been illustra–
something real. І strive for that illusion of reality in all ting since 1 was ten; not painting objects or drawing
people but writing stories without using words. І take
my books."
in "The Rumor of Pavel and Paali," Mr. Mikolay– pleasure in teaching a child how to experience a world
cak's art is generous and bold in its use of Ukrainian through pictures. For today's children, it will be as
motifs and decorative designs. His intention is to carry important to read an image and interpret visual
information as it was for previous generations to learn
those designs into a more abstract arena.
"1 was brought up with Ukrainian motifs. But in the the alphabet."
The artist tells me he is currently working on
book 1 didn't slavishly follow them, although it would
have been an easy, decorative and lovely way out. So І illustrations for the Swedish story, "The Legend of the
Christmas
Rose," written by the Nobel prize winner
was after the idea of geometric designs which 1 made to
serve my purpose. What Pavel and Paali wear, the Selma Lagerlof and retold by Ellin Greene. Then he
backgrounds in the story, these are fantasized. Like in will go on to do the Greek myth of Orpheus.
Mr. Mikolaycak suddenly disappears and comes
theatre, they are renditions of folk life, "he notes. "The
reader understands and accepts the artifice. He knows back displaying his wife's, Ms. Kismaric's, latest book,
he is not looking at real peasants and suspends his "Forced Out: the Agony of the Refugee in Our Time."
Under the aegis of the Human Rights Watch, the 200
disbelief."
in the Pavel and Paali tale, Mr. Mikolaycak's photographs and documented refugee experiences are

"The Rumor..."

Share The Weekly with a friend.

currently featured in a traveling exhibition around the
U.S. The book should prove painfully eloquent to
Ukrainians who themselves experienced the loss of
their land, their home and their future.
As 1 part with Mr. Mikolaycak, 1 fell that 1 have
gained insight into a man whose art explodes the
boundaries of children's book illustrations. "The
Rumor of Pavel and Paali" is not a book limited to any
particular age group. Mr. Mikolaycak does not even
begin to think in terms of a projected audience.
He has an innate trust in himself and, consequently,
leads his audience to re-examine themselves and the
world around them: "1 believe in the fears and hopes
and forces that act upon me, causing me to be what І
am. if 1 am lucky in my illustrations, some truths
emerge: those of a general nature and those that speak
specifically of me. Such a combination makes for
something unique, something for the reader to connect
with."
On parting, the largest compliment Mr. Mikolaycak
tells me he has received regarding the Pavel and Paali
tale is a piece of fan mail from a child: "1 like your book
so much that 1 never take it out of my room. І don't
want to take the, chance that it could be destroyed." it
is to such a private room in which beautiful things are
treasured that 1 feel fortunate to have been invited this
brisk winter afternoon. І think back to the rainy day
on the Cape when 1 stumbled on the book and
recognized its unique and haunting beauty.
(A note about purchasing "The Rumor of Pavel and
Paali": if you can't find it at your local bookshop, the
book can be special ordered through any bookseller at
no extra cost.)

ASTRO TRAVEL SERVICE
2206 Bloor Street West, Toronto, Ontario, M6S 1N4, Canada
(416)766-1117

PACKAGES то UKRAINE

VISIT
ARGENTINA - PARAGUAY a BRAZIL

Low cost electronics:

VCR'S

RADIOS
VIDEO CAMERAS
JVC ' TOSHIBA ' AKAI ' SONY
m
m
PANASONIC
HITACHI SHARP

All electronics on European system -

1N COMPANY OF

220v 50760HZ

' Full service center accepting packages of all clothing new and used, food products, and all other household use products.
' Also carrying complete line of Ukrainian gift items; Books, records, porcelain
items, wood artifacts, Easter items, etc...
' Mail order anywhere in the United States
" Will accept phone orders for shipments to the Ukraine

CHORUS "DN1PRO" a n d DANC1NG GROUPS "vESELKA"
and "CHORNOMORTSl" from Sudbury, Ont., Canada a n d
OKSANA ROHATYN M A K O H O N , sopranist of The Canadian Opera
in Toronto, Ont.
Escorted by NATALKA BUNDZA (416-239-4407)
in Buenos Aires, Posadas, Obera, Apostoies, Jardin de America, lguassu Falls, Curitiba,
Prudentopolis and Rio de Janeiro.

CALL TO ORDER OR FOR ADD1T10NAL 1NF0RMAT10N.

UKRAINIAN GIFT SHOP
11758 Mitchell, Hamtramck, Michigan 48212 " (313) 892-6563

JULY 6-25, 1 9 9 0
20-Day Tour
Departure from NEW YORK US S2,100

Peter Jacyk Centre
for Ukrainian Historical Research

includes air and transfers, first class hotels (double occupancy), breakfasts and dinners
with wine and beverages, sightseing, tipping, guides, receptions and tickets to all concerts.
REGlSTRATlON with US S 2 0 0 deposit per person
in New York, please contact N1CK CHORNY at ( 7 1 8 ) 6 5 8 - 7 4 4 9

Canadian institute of Ukrainian Studies
University of Alberta

CAREER DAY
Student Asststantships

for

Ukrainians

to be awarded in 1990
Topics include:

IN UKRAINIAN .HISTORY
T Centre offers a limited number of grants of up to S2,000 to undergraduate and master's
s cms. The grants may be used for research during the summer vacation for a B.A. honours or a
b, rter's thesis or to prepare a completed thesis for publication in arecognizedscholarly journal, in
sr e cases, travel to libraries and archives or language study will qualify. Applicants are to submit
drilled research plans and two letters of recommendation, including one from their thesis
ш sors. For applications for grants to prepare a work for publication, the B.A. or M.A. thesis
should be submitted

CLOSING DATE FOR RECEIPT OF APPLICATIONS

1 MAY 1990
Applications should be submitted to:
Ь ,ter Jacyk Centre for Ukrainian Historical Research
Canadian institute of Ukrainian Studies
-2 Athabasca Hall
diversity of Alberta
monton, Alberta
nadaT6G2E8

IS

CAREERS -

Over 40 different careers will be presented: Allied Health, Business, Computers,

Education, Engineering, Law, Medicine, veterinary, etc.
EDUCAT10N -

Requirements for entry into these careers.

various colleges7universities will be represented.
F1NANC1AL A1D - a seminar covering all types of aid for education.
Parents welcomed.

SUNDAY, MARCH 4, 1990
1 PM - 4 PM
AT THE CAMPUS OF

MANOR JR. COLLEGE
(a Ukrainian-owned college)

Fox Chase Rd. Sc Forrest Avenue
Jenkintown, Pennsylvania 19046
(Suburban Philadelphia)
For reservations and directions

telephone: (403) 492-2972

call ( 2 1 5 ) 2 8 4 - 2 2 1 6

Co-sponsored with the Ukrainian Professional Society of Philadelphia
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Ramon Hnatyshyrt...
(Continued from page 3)
His Excellency, the Right Honorable
Ramon John Hnatyshyn, as he is now
addressed, will serve Canada in his
583,000 tax-free position for the next
five years. He will live in two official
residences, Rideau Hall and La Cita–
delle in Quebec City, and oversee a staff
of 129.
As the country's 24th head of state,
Governor General Hnatyshyn will be
part of the executive and legislative
branches of government. On the advice
of the prime minister, he will summon,
prorogue or dissolve Parliament. He
will read the opening and closing
speeches of each session on behalf of her
majesty.
As the queen's representative, the

Dniprodzerzhynske...
(Continued from page 2)
the last month, forcing the resignation
of many authorities.
Chernihiv, Chernivtsi and, last week,
Kremenchuk - to name a few of the
localities - have been affected. The
majority of party raion committee
officials in Zhytomyr resigned several
weeks ago as a consequence of a longstanding scandal.
Spring Glen, N.Y., near Ukrainian
resort CYM BONGALOW COLONY
in excellent condition, remodeled '
owner's home plus 10 income units
- 2.3 acres. Asking 1195.000.
(914) 647-5123

governor general must also give royal
assent to all legislation and sign all state
documents, including orders in council,
commissions and pardons. Mr. Hnaty–
shyn will receive diplomats and heads of
state, swear Cabinet members into the
Queen's Privy Council of Ministers and
will officially appoint the prime minister
as head of the government.
in his mostly ceremonial duties,
Governor General Hnatyshyn will
operate an annual budget of S9.3
million, 5800,000 of which will go
towards travel. The Canadian taxpayers will pick up that tab for their
excellencies - the Hnatyshyns through their term in office.
Mr. Hnatyshyn is the seventh Cana–
dian-born governor general since 1952
and the fourth Anglophone, if count–
ing back from the first governor of
British North America, Samuel de
Champlain, that makes him number 61.
However, it is most significant that
Mr. Hnatyshyn will occupy the coun–
try's highest office during next year's
centennial celebrations of the arrival
of the first Ukrainian settlers in
Canada.

UKRAINIAN NATIONAL ASSOCIATION
announces that

ANNUAL D1STR1CT СОММІТТЕЕ MEET1NG
will be held
Sunday, March 18, 1990 at 1:00 P.M.
at St. Michael's Ukrainian Orthodox Church Parish Hall
74 Harris Avenue, Woonsocket, R.l.
Obligated to attend the annual meeting as voting members are District Committee Officers,
Convention Delegates and two delegates from the following Branches:
73,93, 122,177,206,241
All UNA members are welcome as guests at the meeting.
AGENDA:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Opening and acceptance of the Agenda
verification of quorum
Election of presidium
Minutes of preceding annual meeting
Reports of District Committee Officers
Discussion on reports and their acceptance
Election of District Committee Officers
Address by GL0R1A PASCHEN, Supreme vice-Presidentess
Adoption of District activities program for the current year
Discussion and Resolutions
Adjournment

read it and share it

Meeting will be attended by:

Gloria Paschen, UNA Supreme vice-Presidentess
HUCULKA

A l e x a n d e r C h l l d o l i j , UNA Supreme Advisor

icon 8c Souvenir's Distribution
2860 Buhre Ave. Suite 2R
Bronx, NY 10461
REPOiSENTAWEandWHOLESALEKolEMBROUXREDBUOUSES
for ADULTS and

CH1LDREH

Tel. (212) 931-1579

74 East 7th St., Manhattan, NY 10003
Tel.: 1 (212) 529-3256

DISTRICT COMMITTEE
Leon Hardink, Chairman
Theodor Klowan, Secretary - English
Helen Trinkler, Secretary - Ukrainian
Janet Bardell, Treasurer

INVITATION
- USSR ... „..1.160
Express
S70
V I S A S50

to USSR
AER0FL0T Rt
S955
PAN AM Rt
W86
SABENA, 7AT, F1NA1R,
LUFTHANSA, A1R FRANCE

PARCELS
to USSR
22 lbs

Peter Jacyk Centre
for Ukrainian Historical Research
Canadian institute of Ukrainian Studies
University of Alberta

Doctoral Thesis Fellowship
to be awarded in 1990
IN UKRAINIAN HISTORY
The Centre invites applications for a Doctoral Thesis Fellowship (up to Si0,000) intended to aid a
graduate student to complete a thesis in Ukrainian history. Applicants should be able to
demonstrate that they will complete their dissertation during the year in which they hold the
fellowship, in addition to a prospectus of the thesis and a work plan for the fellowship year,
applicants should send copies of all chapters that are completed or written in first draft. A letter
from the principal thesis advisor and a second letter of recommendation are required. Applicants
should provide information on all other sources of support for which they are applying.
Graduate students in the USSR writing a thesis for a candidate of sciences degree are eligible for
this award, and are encouraged to spend their fellowship year at the University of Alberta.

CLOSING DATE FOR RECEIPT OF APPLICATIONS IS
1 M AY 1990
Applications should be submitted to:
Peter Jacyk Centre for Ukrainian Historical Research
Canadian institute of Ukrainian Studies
352 Athabasca Hall
University of Alberta
Edmonton, Alberta
Canada T6G2E8
telephone: (403) 492-2972
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VARSOVI A TRAVEL A SH,PP,NG INCAIRPLANE TICKETS
New York7Moscow
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Weekend
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Moscow
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Kiev У
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S27

FOOD PARCELS
Poland-USSR
PARCELS
to POLAND
S0,39
S1.35

PARCELS!
FRUITS

COFFEE
Boat
air Mail

DOLLARS
to POLAND

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
Mon-Fri - 9 am - 6 pm
Sat - 9 am 4 pm
Sun - 10-3 pm

PERTH A M B O Y , N J . D1STR1CT С О М М І Т Т Е Е
of t h e
UKRAINIAN NATIONAL ASSOCIATION
announces that

ANNUAL D1STR1CT СОММІТТЕЕ MEET1NG
will be held
Saturday, March 3, 1990 at 2:00 p.m.
at St. Michael's Church Hall
South 3rd Avenue, Manville, NJ. 08835
Obligated to attend the annual meeting as voting members are District Committee Officers,
Convention Delegates and two delegates from the following Branches:

26,104,155,168,209,294,312,332,342,349,353,372
All UNA members are welcome as guests at the meeting.
AGENDA:
1. Opening and acceptance of the Agenda
2. verification of quorum
3. Election of presidium
4. Minutes of preceding annual meeting
5. Reports of District Committee Officers
6. Discussion on reports and their acceptance
7. Election of District Committee Officers
8. Address by Supreme Treasurer ULANA M. D1ACHUK
9. Adoption of District activities program for the current year
10. Discussion and Resolutions
11. Adjournment
Meeting will be attended by:.
U l a n a M . D i a c h u k , UNA Supreme Treasurer
DISTRICT COMMITTEE
Michael Zacharko, Chairman
Sofia Lonyshyn, Secretary

John Babyn, Treasurer
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PREVIEW OF EVENTS

February 27
WASHINGTON: vyachesiav Bnuk–
hovetsky, Kiev literary critic and
founding member of the Popular
Movement of Ukraine for Perebu–
dova, or Rukh, will speak on "Rukh
and Recent Political Developments
in Ukraine" at 3:30 p.m. at the
Woodrow Wilson Center as part of
the Kennan institute lecture series. A
scholar at the Taras Shevchenko
institute of Literature of the Ukrai–
nian SSR Academy of Sciences, Mr.
Briukhovetsky is in the United States
on an academic exchange with Rut–
gers University. He will also deliver a
lecture, sponsored by The Washington Group, on "Rukh and the March
4 elections" at 7:30 p.m. at St.
Sophia's Religious Association, 2615
30th St. NW. For more information
call Orysia Pylyshenko, (703) 6711452.
March 1

WASHINGTON: oieh Krysa vioii–
nist, will perform in concert at 7:30
p.m. at the Kennedy Center Terrace
Theater. Tickets are 513.50 and are
available at the Kennedy Center Box
Office or by calling instant Charge,
(202) 467-4600. The concert is pre–
sented by the Washington Perform–
ing Arts Society in cooperation with
the Chopivsky Family Foundation.
For more information call Laryssa
Chopivsky, (202) 363-3964.
BOSTON: The Marenych Trio from
Lutske, Ukraine and Kiev composer
Oleksander Zlotnyk will perform in
concert at 7:30 p.m. at the Foxbury
High School auditorium on F. W.
Parkway. The concert is sponsored
by the local Plast branch. Tickets
may be obtained from ihor Mykyta,
(508) 359-8058.
March 2
NEW YORK: The Arts Club Theatre
will hold another benefit for their
cultural and theatre exchange program, "The End of the Party Party,"
at 8 p.m. in the basement of Our
Lady of vilnius Lithuanian Catholic
Church, 570 Broome St., at Уагіск
Street. Admission is S5. The Arts
Club Theatre has been performing
and translating Baltic and East
European theatre for eight years, in
March it is planning to begin the first
of its projected exchange tours to the
Baltic states and Ukraine. For more
information call Joseph Curtin, (212)

Rt. Rev. Beck...
(Continued from page 4)
vania Region and several UOLconven–
tion committees.
The Rev. Beck also served as trea–
surer of the Orthodox Clergy Associa–
tion of Greater Pittsburgh. He had been
honorary co-chairman of the Pittsburgh Ukrainian Festival since 198L
He nurtured the Ukrainian Dance
Group, the pysanky writers group and
the UOL Junior Chapter at Ss. Peter
and Paul Church in Carnegie.
The Rev. Beck was a longtime mem–
ber of the Ukrainian National Associa–
tion, and since 1974 he served as
president of the Ukrainian Trident
Society, UNA Branch 264 in Carnegie.
The Rev. Beck was instrumental in
the establishment of All Saints
Ukrainian Orthodox Church Camp in
Emlenton, Pa., in 1978 and continued
as spiritual advisor to the present time.
in November 1988 he was presented
the "Ukrainian of the Year" award by
the Ukrainian Technological Society on

779-9820, or (718) 204-2449.
March 3
NEW YORK: The Ukrainian Mu–
seum will sponsor a three-session
course in the art of making gerdany,
multi-colored bead-strung necklaces,
on Saturdays, 10 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.
at the museum, 203 Second Ave. The
course is designed for adults and
children over 12 years of age. The fee
is 520foradults, S15 for seniors and
students over 16, free for children 12
to 16. Members are eligible for a 15
percent discount. For registration
and more information call (212) 2280110.
NEW YORK: The New York Re–
gional Council of the Ukrainian
National Women's League of Ame–
rica in cooperation with the New
York^New Jersey Branch of the
Ukrainian Medical Association of
North America will host the second
public meeting with physicians specialists, who will offer medical
advice at 11 a.m. in the UNWLA
building, 108 Second Ave. Partici–
pants will include Dr. Marta Ma–
czaj, a psychiatrist, Dr. Lubomyr
"Woroch, a surgeon, and Dr. Roman
Liteplo, a dermatologist. Dr. ihor
Magun will serve as moderator.
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auditorium. Tickets may be purchased at St. Josaphat's Ukrainian
Catholic Church book shop.
NEW YORK: The Ukrainian insti–
tute of America's Music at the
institute concert series will present
the opening concert of its chamber
music series, "Chamber Music at the
institute," at 8 p.m. at the U1A, 2 E.
79th St. The participating artists will
include: violinist Oleh Krysa, pianist
viadimir Feltsman, violist Paul
Neubauer, cellist Yosif Feigelson and
rianist Tatyana Tchekina. The program will feature works by com–
posers Myroslav Skoryk, Charles
ives, Alfred Schnittke and Gustav
Mahler. A champagne reception will
follow. Tickets are S25 for adults, S10
for senior citizens and S5 for stu–
dents. For tickets and more informa–
tion call irene Stecura, (212) 8603891. Seating is limited to 120.
March 6
CHEEKTOWAGA, N.Y.: The Ma–
renych Trio and composer Olek–
sander Zlotnyk will perform in concert at 7:30 p.m. at the villa Maria
College auditorium, 240 Pine Ridge
Road. For more information call the
Trident Group, (216) 521-2950.

March 4

March 8

TORONTO: The Chair of Ukrainian
Studies and the Center for Russian
and East European Studies at the
University of Toronto will sponsor as
part of the Ukraine under Stalin
conference a panel discussion on
44
Re-evaluating the Stalinist Period in
Ukraine." The session, which will be
conducted entirely in Ukrainian will
include three specialists from Kiev:
Dr. Stanyslav Kulchytsky, institute
of History, Ukrainian SSR Academy
of Sciences; Dr. Benjamin Sikora,
Kiev institute of Culture; and volo–
dymyr Maniak of the Memorial
Society, it will be held at the Earth
Sciences Complex Auditorium at U
of T, entrance on the corner of
Huron and Willocks, and will be free
and open to the public. For more
information call (416) 978-3330, 9
a.m. to 12:30 p.m.

BOSTON: The Professionals Asso–
ciation of Boston speaker series will
feature Prof. Taras Hunczak, found–
ing member of the Children of Chor–

nobyl Relief Fund, who will speak on
"Rukh and its Role in the Political
Life of Ukraine," and will present a
video of Rukh's inaugural congress,
at 7:30 p.m. in the Hancock Confe–
rence Center, 40 Trinity Place. Re–
freshments will follow.
March 9-11
CLEvELAND: Branch 12 of the
Ukrainian National Women's League
of America invites the public of
greater Cleveland to an evening with
Emma Andievska at 7 p.m. in the
UNWLA building, 5720 State Road.
The evening will feature a brief
discussion of her literary works and
the opening of an exhibit of her
watercolors. The art exhibit will be
open also on Saturday, 10 a.m. to 4
p.m., and Sunday, 11 a.m. to 2 p.m.
March 25
WASHINGTON: The formal pre–
sentation of the 1990 Antonovych
Awards to Dr. Martha Bohachevsky
Chomiak and Una Kostenko will be
held at 4 p.m. on this date (and not
February 25 as first reported) in the
Copley Hall Formal Lounge of
Georgetown University. For more
information call Orysia Pylyshenko,
(703)671-1452.
ONGOING
CHESAPEAKE, Ya.: Woodcuts by
the late Jacques Hnizdovsky will be
on display through March 23 here at
Tidewater Community College. The
exhibit is organized by the virginia
Museum of Fine Arts in Richmond.
For further information call the
museum at (804) 367-6588.

and Rep. Ritter.
Mr. lwanciw is to leave for Ukraine
on February 26, but, he said, "Officially
official complaint to the Supreme І have not been told anything about my
Soviet of the USSR, in which the visa application; unofficially, 1 was told
decision to deny the visas to the con– that it looks doubtful and that my
gressmen is denounced as a "product of request is contingent upon the decision
regarding the congressional visas."
old thinking." .
Mr. lwanciw said a spokesperson for
Rukh, the Popular Movement of U–
Delegation to Ukraine
kraine for Perebudova, had told him on
The congressional delegation seeking February 22 that Rukh was planning to
to travel to Ukraine to monitor the hold a press conference that day to
elections there on March 4, has been discuss pre-elections irregularities as
told that the invitation it received from well as the denial of visas to the con–
the Ukrainian people's deputies is not gressional delegation.
official.
Meanwhile, at The Weekly, Ms.
Orest Deychakiwsky, staffer of the
ROCHESTER, N.Y.:The Marenych
U.S. Helsinki Commission under whose Kolomayets, who had applied for a
Trio and composer Oleksander j auspices the delegation is to travel to business visa in order to cover events in
Zlotnyk will perform in concert at 4
Ukraine, told The Weekly: "We haven't Ukraine during a two-week period
p.m. in the Eastridge High School
been refused visas, but we have been before, during and after the elections,
told that our invitations from the was told that her visa had not been
behalf of the Western Pennsylvania Ukrainian Republican Club of People's granted.
igor Dunayskiy, first secretary and
community.
Deputies does not constitute an official
consul of the USSR Embassy, told The
A parastas was served Monday, invitation."
Weekly
that Ms. Kolomayets' visa
Febiuary 5, in Ss. Peter and Paul
He added: "We are now exploring the
Church in Carnegie. On Tuesday even– possibility of obtaining an official application had been denied because the
ing the parastas was served at St. invitation from the appropriate autho– associate editor had been invited to visit
Mary's Church in McKees Rocks, Pa. rities," that is, the Central Elections Ukraine by the Ukrainian Writers'
The funeral liturgy was served by Commission or the Ukrainian SSR Union, which, he said, has no authority
to invite visitors for the elections.
Archbishop Constantine and 12 clergy Supreme Soviet,
Mr. Dunayskiy said that in order to
on Wednesday, February 7.
The seven-member delegation, led by
travel to Ukraine as a journalist cover–
Burial was in St. Andrew's Cemetery Rep. Don Ritter (R-Pa.) is planning to
ing
the elections, Ms. Kolomayets
in South Bound Brook, N.J., on Thurs– visit Ukraine on March 1-5. Mr. Dey–
would need an official invitation from
day, February 8. The funeral liturgy was chakiwsky, who is coordinating the trip
celebrated by Metropolitan Mstyslav, said, "We are hopeful that the visas will the Ukrainian SSR Supreme Soviet.
assisted by Bishop Antony, Bishop still be issued in time for the trip."
Ms. Kolomayets stated: "1 wanted to
Paisij and 10 clergymen.
The purpose of the congressional trip write about the atmosphere in Ukraine
The Rev. Beck was preceded in death to Ukraine, Mr. Deychakiwsky said, as it undergoes historic elections, as
by his wife, Pani Matka Tekla, who was "to meet future legislators, to candidates hit the campaign trail, but it
passed away July 2,1989. He is survived familiarize participants of the delega– seems from the way the Soviets are
by a brother, John; and sisters, Mary tion with the key issues and actors, and treating the U.S. congressionaf delega–
Beck of Detroit, Sonia Masley and to observe the elections process."
tion and this journalist that they do not
Stella Shay of Dearborn; nieces, Olga
Eugene lwanciw, director of the want any foreign officials or news
Terpak, vickie Warholak and Dorothy Ukrainian National Association's media in Ukraine during the elections."
Corey of McKees Rocks, Pa., and Washington Office, is to act as liaison
At press time, The Weekly was
Barbara Frasier, Traverse City, Mich.; and advance man for the congressional awaiting a reply from the Ukrainian
nephew, Michael R. Shay of Plymouth, trip to Ukraine, as requested by People's SSR Foreign Ministry's information
Mich.
Deputy volodymyr Yavorivsky of Kiev office regarding Ms. Kolomayets' visa.

Soviets
deny..
(Continued from page 1)

